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We consider classes of locally X-structures of the form 
LX = (G I Mal . . . .  , an • G 3A •X  such that al . . . .  , an •A  ~< G}, 
where X is a countable set of isomorphism types of finitely generated structures. In LX we 
study (1) closed structures also known as basically saturated structures which are algebraic 
analogues of existentially closed structures and (2) saturated structures which are algebraic 
analogues of existentially universal structures. We do not suppose that LX have the 
amalgamation property as in J6nsson type model theory nor that LX be first-order 
axiomatizable as in classical model theory. The main theorems of the general theory give 
characterizations for (1) the uniqueness, up to isomorphism, of the countable closed structure 
and (2) the existence of a countable saturated structure. Our criterions are given in terms of 
local amalgamation properties of X. New among the examples are the results that there exists a 
unique countable closed structure in the classes of locally finitely presented groups, torsion-free 
locally nilpotent groups, and torsion-free nilpotent groups of class c (c >t 2). 
Introduction 
Throughout this paper X will denote a countable set of finitely generated 
structures in a countable language. Given X, LX is the smallest class of structures 
which contains X and is inductive, i.e., closed under unions of chains. Thus LX is 
a natural class of structures derived from X. However, in general LX is not 
first-order axiomatizable and does not have the amalgamation property. There- 
fore, a model theory for LX is not a special case of classical model theory or of 
J6nsson type model theory (of. [14]). 
The first part of this paper consists of an analogue of the classical analysis of 
the countable models of a complete theory in the universal algebraic situation of 
LX. Simmons [38], [39] has given such an analogue for the models of an inductive 
theory with existentially closed structures replacing the models and existentially 
universal structures replacing the saturated models. In contrast o Simmons we 
stress the r61e of the finitely generated structures in X versus finite parts of the 
diagrams, which can be described by an existential formula. 
We introduce the class of closed structures as follows: G e LX is closed if for all 
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commuting diagrams 
B 
A/ '~  "~H 
\7  
G 
with A, B • X, H • LX  there exists an embedding B--> G such that 
B 
AZ l \ 
G 
commutes (arrows denote embeddings). A first observation shows that the dosed 
structures are cofinal in LX; in fact, each G • LX can be embedded into a closed 
structure of cardinality max(No, Ial). If the language is finite and X consists of 
finite structures only, then the dosed structures and the existentially dosed 
structures coincide, but in general being dosed is a stronger notion, e.g., in the 
classes of fields or torsion-free abelian groups. Further to be dosed is equivalent 
to being basically saturated, i.e., saturated with respect to types of quantifier-free 
formulas (el. [141). 
Let us note that the injective-like objects of Simmons [37] are very similar to 
dosed structures, except hat we do not only allow for finite structures in X, but 
also for finitely generated structures. There are also connections to Pabion's 
prehomogeneous structures [27]. Slightly stronger notions are Calais' pseudo- 
homogeneous structures [4] and Yasuhara's objective structures [44]. 
For convenience we define a purely algebraic forcing notion between structures 
in X, and the corresponding generic structures. If LX is first-order axiomatizable, 
then dosed and generic structures coincide, in contrast o existentially dosed 
structures versus finitely or infinitely generic structures (cf. [12] or [17]). 
We do not suppose the amalgamation property for X or for LX as in J6nsson 
type model theory. In fact, we control the possibility of finding amalgams in X by 
the following crucial notion for A • X 
S(A) = A* •X  I A <<-A* and VB, C •X  =lD •X  <~A . . .~C~, ,a . , ,~C.~]  . 
If for some A • X S(A ) is not cofinal in the class O(A ) = { B • X [ A <<- B} ot 
superstructures of A in X, then we can construct 2a° non-isomorphic countable 
closed structures in LX (Theorem 4.1). This corresponds to the existence of 2 ~ 
non-isomorphic models of a theory if any of its Lindenbaum algebras is nol 
atomic. 
Our condition for the uniqueness of the countable closed structure reads thai 
LX has the joint embedding property and every dosed G • LX is S-covered, i.e. 
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for all substructures A~G in X there exists A*eS(A) with A<~A*<~G 
(Theorem 5.10). This result corresponds to the theorem that a theory is 
~-categorical iff every model is atomic. Note that here we do not have a 
categoricity result for a theory, but only an assertion about a class of structures. 
Categoricity results were given in [30] and [40]. As a corollary we have the 
existence of a unique countable dosed structure whenever X has the amalgama- 
tion property, since A ~ S(A) for all A e X in this case. 
We introduce the finiteness condition 'finitely branching'. In the construction of 
amalgams this notion allows to avoid reference to the compactness theorem when 
LX is not first-order axiomatizable (Proposition 6.4). 
Corresponding to existentially universal structures we introduce saturated 
structures. Here the uniqueness of the countable saturated structure is easy and 
the existence of this structure needs a characterization. Iterating the formation of 
S(A) we arrive at a subclass R(A) of O(A) for A in X. The existence criterion 
reads that every countable dosed structure is R-covered or equivalently that 
R(A) = O(A), A eX. Surprisingly the model-theoretic analogue of this result, 
which is given in [24], seems to be new. 
Thus both main theorems depend on a thorough knowledge of the amalgama- 
tion problem in X, as posed in S(A) and in R(A). In fact, it was this observation 
that initiated the writing of the first part of this paper: we wanted to separate the 
universal algebraic arguments from the special amalgamation arguments needed 
in a specific class. 
To connect our theory to the usual one we give sufficient conditions for the 
closed structures to be infinitely generic (Section 7). These conditions apply e.g. 
to locally finitely presented groups and locally finite p-groups. 
In the last section we discuss several classes LX with a unique countable dosed 
structure in order to convince the reader of the applicability of the theory derived 
here. In particular we obtain new results for X equal to finitely presented groups 
(8.4), torsion-free nilpotent groups (8.7), and torsion-free nilpotent groups of 
class c (c I> 2) (8.8). We also indicate how to obtain the classification of the 
countable existentially dosed torsion-free nilpotent groups of class c (c t> 2) by 
using our amalgamation arguments (8.8); the cases c = 2, 3 were known before 
[2], [21], [31]. As the analysis of R(A) is highly non-trivial in most cases, we have 
not yet a natural example of a class with a countable saturated structure and with 
non-isomorphic countable closed structures (cf. 8.10). 
The author would like to thank the referee for the comments and criticism. 
Notation 
All structures considered are structures over a fixed countable language. We 
write A ~ B, if A is a substructure of B. We also write A ~ B ~ C, if A ~ B, C and 
there exists a substructure in C which is isomorphic to B over A. Very frequently 
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we shall deal with commutative diagrams of the form 
A ~B 
1 1 
C ~D 
and we shall write A <~ B, C ~ D in such a situation. Arrows denote embeddings. 
Thus, we do not distinguish between embeddings and substructures. For a subset 
S of a structure we denote by (S) the substructure generated by S. 
We recall that a class Y has the amalgamation property, if for all structures 
A,B ,C  in Y with A<-B,C  there exists a structure D in Y with A<~B,C~D.  
Sometimes we call such a structure D an amalgam of B with C over A. Note that 
the substructure B fq C of D may contain A strictly. A structure A ~ Y is called an 
amalgamation base in Y, if for all structures B, C e Y with A ~< B, C there exists a 
structure D e Y with A ~< B, C ~< D. Thus, Y has the amalgamation property, it 
and only if every structure in Y is an amalgamation base. Finally, the class Y ha~ 
the joint embedding property, if for all structures A, B e Y there exists a structure 
C e Y such that A,B ~< C. 
1. Closed structures 
We define the closed structures and prove their existence in the inductive clas 
LX. Recall that X is a countable set of finitely generated structures, and LX is th, 
class of those structures in which every finite subset is contained in a substructur. 
isomorphic to a structure in X. 
We start with a L6wenheim-Skolem theorem for LX. 
1.1. Lemma. Suppose G ~ LX. Any subset S ~ G is contained in a substructut 
H ~ LX  of  G such that IHI max(Ro, ISl) 
Proof. If S is finite, there exists a structure A e X such that S ~- A ~< G and A is 
most countable. If S is infinite, we construct a chain Gi, i e to, of substructures 
G. Let Go = (S). If Gi is given, we have for any finite subset s c Gi a structm 
As ~X such that s cAs  ~< G. We set G~+I = (As Is c Gi, s finite). Clearly G;-" 
ai+l <~ G and Ia l = ISI, i e to. Then S c Go, = Ui~to Gi E LX and Ia l = ISI. [] 
1.2. Proposition. LX is the smallest inductive class containing X. 
Proof. First note that LX is inductive. Hence we only need to show that al 
inductive class Y containing X also contains LX. We proceed by induction on tl 
cardinality of the structures in LX. For G e LX at most countable we choose ;
enumeration gi, i e to, of G. By definition of LX there exist structures Ai e g 
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i • o9, such that go, • • •, gi • Ai. Moreover, as A~ is finitely generated, we may 
assume A~ ~< A~+I. Then G = U~,o, Aj with Ai • X c Y. Hence G • Y, as Y is 
inductive. Next suppose that all structures in LX of cardinality less than some 
r > I% are contained in Y. Suppose G • LX with I GI - r and let g~ a~ < r,  be an 
enumeration of G. We want to find a chain G~, t r<r ,  in G such that 
{g# I fl < o:} c G~ • LX, Ia~l ~< max(No, I#1) and G = U,,<,¢ G~. We choose Go • 
X, Go ~< G arbitrarily. For limit c~ we set G~ = Ut~<~ Gt~. Then G~ • LX and 
Ia~l~<Ua<~max(~o, I/ l)-max(~o, I~1)- For re+ 1 we choose G~+I•LX 
containing G~ and g~ by 1.1. Now I < r ,  ~ < r ,  and G~ • Y by hypothesis. 
Hence G = U,,<,~ G~ is contained in the inductive class Y. [] 
1.3. Definition. A structure G • LX is called X-closed or simply closed, if the 
following condition holds. For any A,B •X  with A <~ B,G, if there exists a 
structure H • LX with A <~ B, G ~ H, then A ~< B ~< G. 
If the class X has no prime structure, then we also allow that A be empty in the 
above definition. 
In the language of diagrams the condition on G reads as follows: For all 
A,B •X  and all embeddings A--*B and A---> G, if for some H • LX and 
embeddings B---> H and G---> H 
7B-  
A H, then 
7 
G 
B 
7 
A 1 
G 
for some embedding B ~ G. 
If X consists of finite structures only, and if the language is finite, then, 
obviously, a structure G is dosed if and only if it is existentially dosed. 
The key fact now is that under our hypotheses on X there exist enough dosed 
structures in LX. 
1.4. Proposition. Every countable structure in LX can be embedded into a 
countable closed structure in LX. 
Proof. Let G • LX be countable. Since every A •X  is finitely generated, the 
number of embeddings f :A--~ G is countable and similarly the number of 
embeddings g :A--~B with some B •X  is countable. Thus, the number of pairs 
(f  : A--~ G, g : A--* B) with structures A, B • X is countable. Let (fn, gn), n • to, 
be an enumeration of these pairs. 
We set Go = G. Continuing inductively suppose that we have already chosen a 
chain of structures up to G,, in LX. We consider the embeddings given by 
B 
fn:A--->G<~Gnandgn:A--~B. Weset  Gn+I=H~LXwi thA  4 X'~H, i fsuch 
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a structure H and embeddings B ~ H and Gn ~< H exist, and Gn+l = Gn otherwise. 
In the former case we may assume that H be countable. We set G'(G)= 
[._J~o, G,. By construction G'(G) is countable and is contained in LX. 
We now repeat this argument and we set G O= G, G ~+1 = G'(G"), n e to, and 
finally G*= I..Jn~o, G n. We claim that G* is a countable closed structure in LX 
containing G. We only need to check that G* is closed. If A ~< G* for some 
A e X, then there exists some n e to such that the finitely generated structure A is 
contained in G ~. Let B e X, A ~< B and suppose A ~< B, G* ~< H for some H e LX. 
Then, in particular, A<~B, Gn+I<~H, and hence, A<-B,G"<~G"÷I<-G* by 
construction of G n+l. [] 
2. Forcing with structures in X 
Finite forcing considers finite sets of the diagram and the first-order sentences 
that are determined by this part of the structure. The conditions considered there 
are exactly the kind of conditions with respect o which an existentially closed 
structure is closed. Corresponding to X-closed structures we define, how 
properties are determined by the substructures from X already. The properties of 
interest o us will be the existence or non-existence of other substructures from X. 
Thus, our forcing notion is symmetric in the forcing and the forced properties. Of 
course, these properties may all be formulated by formulas in *~o, lo,- However, we 
only need some of the formulas of this kind and, therefore, we have chosen to 
keep to our class X. Observe that as far as our conditions are concerned, our 
forcing notion is intermediate between finite forcing, where only finite parts of 
the diagram are allowed as conditions, and infinite forcing, where the whole 
diagram is the only condition associated with a structure. Conditions of this kind 
were also considered by Wheeler in an appendix of his thesis [42]. 
As with any forcing notion there comes the notion of a generic structure. 
Roughly speaking, in a generic structure here the existence or non-existence of 
further substructures from X is completely determined by the present substruc- 
tures from X. 
For nilpotent groups of class at most two there is a unique finitely generic 
structure [32]. This group is a torsion group and hence, it is not closed and not 
generic, either. Thus, the classes of finitely generic and generic structures are 
incomparable in general. 
On the other hand, the theory of discrete orderings with successor function, 
without endpoints is model complete and, therefore, every structure is infinitely 
generic. However, there is a unique countable generic structure in this class. 
Thus, the class of infinitely generic structures is not contained in the class of 
generic structures, in general. In Section 7 we shall discuss conditions for the 
reverse inclusion to be true; but we know of no class with a generic structure that 
is not infinitely generic. In the light of Boffa's result [3] this might be a rare 
occurrence. 
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2.1. Definition. Let A,B,D eX,  D <-A,B, and G e LX. 
1. A forces B over D, A IkD B, if D ~< B ~< A. 
2. A prevents B over D, A I~-D-7B, if for no CeX,  D<-A,B<~C. 
3. A weakly forces B over D, A Ii-~ B, if for all C e X, C 1> A there exists a 
structure C' e X, C' >I C such that C' II-o B. 
4. G is generic, if for all D,B e X, D <~ B, G there exists a structure A e X with 
D ~< A ~< G and either A Iko B or A Iko -aB. 
Observe, that 1 and 2 are exactly the translations of the usual definition of the 
forcing relation for atomic formulas and negations into the present context. Also 
the following properties of forcing notions are immediate consequences of the 
definitions. 
1. A I~- o B and A I~- o -TB do not hold simultanously. 
2. If A <~ C, then A It-o B implies C II-D B and A It-o -TB implies C Ii-o -aB. 
2.2. Proposition. Every generic structure is closed. 
Proof. Let G e LX be a generic structure, and suppose D ~< B, G <~ H for some 
D,B e X and H e LX. Then there exists a structure A e X with D ~< A ~< G and 
either A Iko B or A IkolB. The second case cannot occur, since there exists a 
structure C e X with D <~ A,B <~ C ~< H for the finitely generated structures A and 
B in H e LX. Hence, the first case applies and D ~< B ~< A ~< G. El  
In a special case we can prove the converse of 2.2. As generic structures are 
characterized by a compactness condition, it is not surprising that the proof rests 
on a compactness argument. 
2.3. Proposition. I f  LX  is first-order axiomatizable, then every closed structure is 
generic. 
Proof. Let G be dosed in LX, D,B e X and D <~ B, G. If there exists a structure 
H e LX with D ~< B, G ~< H, then D <~ B ~< G and B Iko B. Otherwise, by com- 
pactness there exists a finitely generated substructure A of G in X such that for no 
H e LX we can have D <-A,B ~ H and, in particular, for no C eX  we can have 
D ~< A, B ~< C. This means A Iko -lB. [] 
We remark that H ~< G e LX with H dosed and G generic implies H generic. In 
general, we do not know, whether each structure in LX can be embedded into a 
generic one. However, we at least know this for structures in X. Notice, that as in 
the proof of 1.2 the properties of X are crucial in order to guarantee that the 
number of conditions to be checked is countable. 
2.4. Proposition. Each structure in X can be embedded into a countable generic 
structure in LX. 
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Proof. For each A •X  the set CO(A)= {(f, g)If:D--->A, g:D---~ B, D,B eX} is 
countable, as X is countable, D is finitely generated, and A and B are countable. 
Let p : o9 x to---> to be a bijection such that p(], k) = i implies j ~< i for all ], k • to. 
For i • o9 we choose structures Ai • X and enumerations of :g(Ai) such that 
A~ ~Ai+~, and 
if p(j, k)= i and the k-th pair in the enumeration of C¢(Aj) is given by 
f:D--->Aj<-Ai and g:D--->B, then either Ai+~IFDB or Ai+xlI-D-aB, with the 
obvious identifications of D with substructures of Ai+~ and B via f and g, 
respectively. 
Let A0 be the given structure in X. Suppose A~ • X has been constructed, and 
we want to choose Ai+~. We can assume that f and g are inclusion maps, hence, 
D <-A~,B. If there exists a structure C•X with D <-Ai,B<-C, then we set 
Ai+ 1 - "  C and by definition A~ <-Ai+~ Ii-o B. If no such C exists in X, then, by 
definition, AilFo~B and we can set A~+I=Ai. In both cases we fix an 
enumeration of ~(A~+ 0. 
If we set G = Ui~o, A~, then G is a countable structure in LX. We claim that G 
is a generic structure. Suppose D,B • X and D <-B,G. As D is finitely generated, 
we find a j • to such that D ~< Aj. Further, we find a k • to such that D ~<.4/and 
D <~ B is the k-th pair in the enumeration of ~¢(A/). Then, for i =p(j, k) either 
Ai+ 1 IF D B or  Ai+ 1 I[- D -aB  by construction. [] 
Up to using the axiom of choice, the proof of 2.4 is constructive. However, 
2.5. Remark. We have a lot of freedom, when choosing Ai+l. For instance, 
instead of choosing an Ai+l that realizes B whenever possible--Ai+l IFD 7B, only 
if AiIFD'nB--we could choose an Ai+l that prevents B whenever possible-- 
Ai+l [I-D B, only if A~IF~B. These are the two extreme strategies for the 
construction. More interesting strategies will appear, e.g., in the proofs of 4.1, 
5.8, 5.10. There, before choosing Ai+ 1 we choose some B~ • X, B~ ~>A~ in order to 
make G satisfy a further condition, and then we choose a structure Ai+l I> B~ 
satisfying the requirements above. 
2.6. Proposition. The class of generic structures in LX is axiomatizable by a 
sentence in ~o:o. 
Proof. We have to assure that for each D e X and D ~< B e X if D is realized then 
either B/> D is realized or else some A I> D with A IFD'nB is realized. We 
formalize this as follows 
A VD A diagram(D)---> 
De,Y 
A [ (38  A diagram(D ~ B)) 
B~X 
D~B 
v V 
A~f  
A IFo 7B  
(3A A diagram(D ~<A))] 
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where for simplicity quantification over a structure denotes the quantification 
over the generators of the structure and the diagrams are understood to be 
formulated in these generators. [] 
We do not know, whether the proposition is true for the closed structures. We 
close this section with another simple property of generic structures which we 
could not decide for the closed structures in general. 
2.7. Proposition. Every countable substructure of a generic structure in LX is 
contained in a countable*generic substructure. 
Proof. Suppose H is generic in LX and G is a countable substructure of H. Then 
the set ~(G)= {(D, B,f)  I D, B•X,  D<~B, f:D--->G} is countable. As H is 
genetic, there exists for each triple (D, B, f) • ~(G) a structure A = A(D.B,f) • X 
with Df ~A <~ H and either A It-D B or A It-o-aB. We now form the countable 
substructure G ' (G)= (A(o,B,.e) I (D, B, f )  e ~(G)) in n.  Clearly, G <~G'(G). 
Setting G O = G, inductively G i+~ = G'(Gi), and finally G* = I,.]i~,o G ~ we obtain a 
countable genetic substructure of H containing G. [] 
3. S(A) and two filtrations 
Doing model theory in ~,o1~, without compactness theorem, and without the 
amalgamation property for LX we need a substitute for the two properties to 
perform constructions. Our key notion will be the class S(A) of structures A* >~ A 
in X whose superstructures in X can all be amalgamated over A in X. Yasuhara 
[44] called such structures amalgamators for A. In disguise, they also appear in 
the prehomogenous structures of Pabion [27], and they are weaker analogues of 
the amalgamation bases that appear in the pseudo-homogeneous structures of 
Calais [4]. 
3.1. Definition. For A •X  we define O(A) = {B •X  [A <~ B} and 
S(A)= {A* • O(A) I VC1,C2 •X  with A* <- CI,C2 
::iC •X  withA <~ C~,C2 <~ C}. 
We assume that with B • O(A) the embedding A ~< B is fixed, but we do not 
indicate this in our notation. That X has the amalgamation property is equivalent 
to saying that A • $(A) for all A • X. In the general case a structure A • X with 
A • S(A) is called an amalgamation base for X. 
The structures in S(A) can be characterized by forcing. This is in analogy to the 
fact that in a first-order axiomatizable class the pregeneric structures are exactly 
the amalgamation bases [29, 6.3]. 
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3.2. Proposition. A structure B • O(A) is in S(A), if and only if for all C • O(A) 
either B IF~ C or B IF A ~C. 
Proof. First, suppose that B • S(A) and let C • O(A). If B It-A -~C does not hold, 
then there exists a structure C~ • O(A) with A ~< B, C ~< Ca. In order to show that 
BIF~4C let C2•X with B<~C2 . Now we obtain, because of B<~C~,C2 and 
B • S(A), a structure D • X with A ~< C~, (72 ~< D. Since A ~< C ~< Ca, in particular 
A ~< C, C2 ~< D. Hence, D Ii-a C with D I> C2. 
Conversely, suppose that B • O(A) satisfies the condition. In order to show 
that then B • S(A), let Ca, C2 • X with B ~< C1, C2. By hypothesis, either B It-~ C~ 
or B II- A "7C a. Because of A <~ B,C~ <<-Ca the second case does not hold, so the 
first must hold. This implies that for C2 t> B we obtain a structure D • X, (71 ~< D 
with D It-a C~. But this means that A ~< Cx, C2 ~< D. [] 
We will also consider two filtrations of O(A) that start with S(A). 
3.3. Definition. For ordinals tr and structures A • X we define: 
1. (a) Q°(A)=O(A)  and Q~(A)= (-] Q~(A) for limit ordinals6. 
t~<6 
(b) {B • Q (A) I VCI,C  • Q (A) with B <~ C1,C2 
3C •X  with A <~ C1,Cz <~ C}. 
(c) Q~+ I(A) = Q ~(A) \R  ~(A). 
(d) R<'~(A) = U Re(A), R'~(A)  = U R~'(A), R(A)=UR° ' (A)  • 
2. Analogously, we define q~(A), r~(A), r<"(A), r~(A) ,  and r(A). The only 
difference is that we define r~(A) by 
r~(A) = {B • q'~(A) [ VC~ •X and C2 • q~(A) with B ~< Ca,C2 
=IC •X  withA <~ C~,C2 <~ C}. 
We collect some properties of these filtrations. 
3.4. Proposition. Let A •X.  
1. R°(A) = S(A). O(A) = R<~'(A) tO Q~(A). 
2. I f  A <<- A * <<- B with A * • R~(A ), B • X, then B • R<-~(A ) and B • R~(A ), if 
B •Q~(A). 
3. Suppose A <~ B, B • X. 
(a). Q~'(B) ~ Q"(A) tq Q°(B). 
(b),~ R '~(B) n Q '~(A) = R ~'(A). 
(c),~ R~'(B)=R'~'(A). 
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4. 1 to 3 with R and Q replaced by r and q. 
5. Q~+I(A) = {B e Q"(A) [ V~'<--- te, A* eR~(A) =lC>--- B with 
C e Q~(A) and CI~A -aA* in Q~'(A)}. 
6. q~+l(A) = {B e q~(A) I Vy~ < o~, A* e re(A) 3C>~ B with 
[C eX  and C I~A ~A* in X] or 
[C e q (A) and ClFA aA* in 
The significance of 5 and 6 lies in the fact that the right hand sides basically 
contain '¢:l-clauses, whereas the original definitions are by :IV-clauses. 
Proof. 1 holds by definition. 
2. Let A ~<A* ~< B for A* eR~'(A) and B eX. First suppose that B e Q~(A). If 
B <<- CI,C2 with C1,C2 e Q~(A), then A* <<- B <<- C~,C2 and there exists a structure 
C e X such that A ~< C~, C2 <~ C. Hence, B e R~(A) and the second assertion is 
proved. If B ~ Q~'(A), then B e R<~(A) by 1 and the first assertion follows. 
3. We proceed by induction on re. The cases (a)o and (a)6 for limit ordinals t$ 
are easy. First, let us show that (a),, implies (b)~. Suppose B* eR~(B)tq Q~(A). 
Let B *< - C1,C2 with C1,C2 e Q~(A). By (a)~ we know that C1,C2 e Q~(B), and 
hence there exists a structure C eX  with A <~ B <~ C~,C2<~ C. Thus, B eR~(A). 
Now, let us show that (a),~ and (b)~ imply (a)~+l. 
Q~+I(B) = Q~(B) \R~(B) D [Q~(A) f'l Q°(B)]\R~(A) 
=Q~+X(A)NQ°(B). 
Finally, (c)o~ follows from (b)o, as a structure in O(A)\Q~(A) is contained in 
R<'~(A) by 1. 
5. By definition, Q=+I(A)=Q=(A)\R=(A). Hence, Q=+I(A) contains the 
right-hand side in the assertion, if R =(A) has trivial meet with it. But this is easy, 
for, if A* e R"(A), then for no C e Q'~(A) with C ~>A* we can have C I~-a-aA* in 
Q=(A), as A<--A*<---Ce Q~'(A). To show that Q°'+I(A) is contained in the 
right-hand side in the assertion, we show that a structure B e Q=(A) which is not 
contained in the right-hand side lies in R=(A) and hence not in Q=+I(A). Thus, 
assume that there exist 7 ~< tr and a structure A* eRe(A) such that for all 
C e Q=(A) with C t> B it is not true that C It-A-aA* in Qe(A), which means, that 
there exists a structure D e Qr(A) with A<~A*,C<~D. In order to show that 
B eR~(A), let B<~-C1,C=eQ=(A). Then there exist structures D1,D2eQr(A) 
such that A <~A*,Ci<~Di,  = 1, 2. But then there exists a structure C eX  with 
A<~D1,D2<<-C, as A'eRr (A) ,  and in particular A<~C1,C2<~C. Thus, Be  
R~(A). 
The assertions for the q-r  filtration are proved similarly. [] 
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4. Many dosed structures 
We prove the existence of 2 ~° countable genetic structures by the usual splitting 
argument. In a sense, our theorem is an algebraic version of the theorem, that the 
existence of a formula contained in no isolated type implies the existence of 2 ~° 
countable models. The sense in which a structure A* e S(A) isolates the type of A 
will be explained in the next section. 
4.1. Theorem. I f  S(A) is not cofinal in O(A) for a structure A ~ X, then there 
exist 2 e'° non-isomorphic countable generic structures in LX. 
Proof. Suppose A <~ Ao e X and all structures B I> Ao are not contained in S(A). 
This means, that for all B >/Ao in X there exist structures Co, C1 t> B in X such 
that Co IF-A -nC1. 
For all finite sequences 77 e '°>2 we define structures A T e X such that 
(1) A T ~ An^o,A,7^ 1 and An^ o II-A -nAn^l, and 
(2) For all sequences ~ e °'2 the chain (Ae r i, i ~ ~) is constructed as in the 
proof of 2.4. 
We define A T by induction on the length of 77. For length 0 we have Ao from 
above. Now suppose that A T has been found. We want to define An^o and An^ 1. 
As A T >~Ao, we find Co,C~ >.--A n in X such that Co IF-A-nC~. We then choose 
An ^ o I> Co and An^I/> C1 in order to satisfy (2). This is possible as we remarked in 
2.5. Then also (1) holds. 
We form Ag = I,_Ji~`oAe ti for all ~ e '°2. This yields 2 ~° countable genetic 
structures in LX. Each of them contains a countable number of copies of A. Fix 
such a copy A'  ~< Ae for some ~ e '°2. Then we can embed at most one A¢, ¢ e '°2, 
over A'  into Ae. For, if 
A ) A; 
Ill 1 
A' < A~ 
were two such embeddings with ¢, ~' 
then An^olF-A-aAn^I by (1), would 
and 
A ) A~, 
Ill 1 
A' ~< A~ 
e`o2 and ¢ t i+ l=r /^0,  ¢' r i+ l=~?^l ,  
contradict the fact that the images of 
An^ o=A~ r i+l  and An^ 1 =A~. t i+ l  lie above the image A'  of A in A~ ~ LX which 
implies A <~ An^o,An^ 1 <<- C <~ Ae for some C ~ X. Thus each A~ realizes at most a 
countable number of A~, ~ ~ '°2, over its copies of A. Therefore, the number of 
Ae that realize different types A¢, ¢ ~ °'2, over copies A' of A is equal to 2 ~°. 
Clearly, these Ae are pairwise non-isomorphic. [] 
4.2. Theorem. If R ~(A) is not cofinal in Q ~(A) for an ordinal oc and a structure 
A ~ X, then there exist 2 ~° non-isomorphic countable closed structures in LX. 
Proof. Suppose A <<-Ao_~ Q~(A) and no structure B e Q~(A) with B ~>Ao lies in 
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R°'(A). This means that for each such B there exist structures Co, C1 • Q'~(A) 
with B ~ Co, C1 and Co IF-A -aC,. We construct 2~° pairwise inconsistent structures 
in LQ°~(A). We start with Ao from above. Because of the properties of A0 we can 
find for each finite sequence r /•  °'>2 a structure A~ • Q ~'(A) such that 
(1) A,7<~A,I^o,A,^ 1 and (2) A,7^olI--A-aA,7^ 1. 
We now form Ae = [.3i~o" Ae r / and we find countable closed structures A~ >I Ae in 
LX for all ~ • °'2. If G is any countable dosed structure in LX, then G contains at 
most a countable number of the pairs A ~<A¢, ~ • °'2. For, G contains only a 
countable number of copies of A, and as in 4.1 at most one A~ can be embedded 
into G • LX above each such copy of A. Therefore, the number of A~ that realize 
different sets of A~, ~ • '°2 over copies of A is equal to 2 ~°, and these A~ are 
pairwise non-isomorphic. I:] 
The contraposition of 4.1 guarantees that for all structures A • X there exist 
amalgamation conditions in terms of superstructures of A, provided the number 
of countable generic structures is less than 2 ~°. This applies for example to the 
class of torsion-free nilpotent groups of class two, whose countable xistentially 
dosed structures have been known for some time [2], [31], but whose amalgama- 
tion problem was solved only recently [22]. 
On the other hand, the study of the amalgamation problem for X is also a 
prerequisite for checking the conditions in the uniqueness theorem in the next 
section. 
4.3. Corollary. Suppose the number of countable generic structures in LX is less 
than 2 ~°. Then for all A • X the class S(A ) satisfies the following properties. 
1. I f  A <~ A* <- C1, C2 with A* • S(A), C1, C2 • X, then there exists a structure 
C • X such that A <~ C1, C2 <~ C. 
2. For all B •X  with A <~B there exists A* eS(A) with B <~A*. 
3. For all B, C • X with A <~ B <~ C and B ~ S(A) there exist structures Co, CI • X 
with B ~ Co and C <~ C1 and Co I~-a C1. 
Proof. 1 holds by definition of S(A) and 2 by 4.1. Concerning 3, suppose 
A~<B~<C in X. By 2 we find C I•S(A)  with C~<C,. As B~S(A)  and 
S(A) = R°(A) we obtain Co • X with B ~< Co and Co IF-A -nC~ by 3.4.5. [] 
We note another consequence of 4.2 which will be important for the existence 
of countable saturated structures in Section 6. 
4.4. Corollary. Suppose the number of countable closed structures is less than 2 e'°. 
Then O(A)=R(A)  for all A •X .  
Proof. Let A •X. We pick the least ordinal t~ with Q°'+I(A)= Q~(A). Then 
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R~(A) =0,  and hence Q°'(A)= 0, since otherwise R°'(A) were not cofinal in 
Q°'(A) and the number of countable closed structures were 2 ~° by 4.2. Thus 
O(A) = R(A). [] 
5. One dosed structure 
We want to show the uniqueness of a countable closed structure by a back and 
forth argument. If A <~ G for A e X and a closed structure G in LX, then we know 
the existence of a substructure B >t A in G, if we can find a structure H in LX 
with A <-B,G<.H. The first lemma guarantees such a structure H, if A~<A*~ < 
B,G for some structure A* eS(A). Observe, that by definition of S(A) we can 
find H in X, if G ~ X. For G ~ LX we need a further definition, which reminds of 
Pabion's prehomogeneous structures [27]. 
5.1. Definition. For a structure G in LX we say that G is S-covered JR-covered 
or r-covered], if for all substructures A of G in X there exists a structure A* in 
S(A) JR(A) or r(A)] such that A ~<A* ~<G. 
5.2. Lemma. Suppose A <~ A* <~ B, G for A, B ~ X and G ~ LX countable. In the 
following cases there exists a structure H in LX with A <~ B, G <<- H. 
1. G is S-covered and A* ~ S(A). 
2. G is r-covered and A* ~ r~(A) for ol = min{y [A ~< C ~< G, C ~ r~'(A)}. 
Moreover, we can find H S-covered in 1 [r-covered in 2], if S(A') [r(A')] is 
cofinal in O(A') for all A' in X. 
Proof. 1 is a special case of 2 and a proof is almost like the one we are going to 
give for 2. Suppose that G is r-covered and A* e r~(A) for t~ = min{y ] A ~ C <~ 
G, C e rr(A)}. Starting with Ao = A, A8 = A* we want to find a chain (A,  i e to) 
in X such that At ~A*  ~<Ai+l with A* ~ r~(Ai) for a~ = min{y [ At ~< C ~< G, C 
r~(As)). If At has been chosen, then the set of ordinals {y I At <~ C <~ G, C e 
rY(A~)} is not empty, as G is r-covered, and hence, it contains a minimal element, 
say crs. By definition of a~ there exists a structure A* erA(At) such that 
A~ <<-Aft <- G, and we can choose a structure As+I eX  with A* ~As+l ~ G such 
that eventually G = I.]s~o~ A~. In particular, we know by the minimality of t~s, that 
A*+I ~ r<"(As) and hence, A*+I e q*'(As), i e to. 
Starting with B0 - B, we now want to construct a chain (Bi, i ~ to) in X such 
-.~Ai+l,Bi, that As-1 <~A*,Bi_I <- Bi, i ~ to. Suppose we have found Bi. Then A* < * 
and A*+I ~ q~'(Ai), Bi ~ X. As A* ~ r~'(Ai), we obtain a structure Bi+a ~X such 
that At <~A*+I,Bi <~ Bi+l. 
Finally, we set H = Ui6¢o Bi. Then H is a structure in LX with A ~< B, G ~< H. If, 
moreover, r(A') is cofinal in 0(.4') for all A'  in X, then we can assume that all Bs 
are in r(Bs-1), and H is also r-covered. [] 
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In our case of interest 5.2.2 does not give us more than 5.2.1. Therefore, we 
can concentrate on S-covered structures in the following. 
5.3. Corollary. Suppose S(A) is cofinal in O(A) for all A e X, Then every 
countable closed r-covered structure is S-covered. 
Proof. Let G be a countable dosed r-covered structure, and A-< A*~< G with 
A eX,  A* er~(A) for tr = min{y [A ~<C ~<G, C ~ r~'(A)}. We have to show that 
tr = 0. Since S(A) is cofinal in O(A) we find B ~ S(A) = r°(A) with A* <~ B. By 
5.2 there exists a structure H in LX with A ~< B, G ~< H. As G is closed, we also 
haveA~<B~<G. Thus, a~=0. [] 
The hypothesis in 5.2 that G be S-covered is satisfied for example, if X has the 
amalgamation property, since then A e S(A) for all A e X. Under this assumption 
we can extend the amalgamation property slightly into LX. 
5.4. Coronary. Let A <~ G~, G2 with A in X and G1, G2 in LX, both countable. In 
the following two cases there exists a structure H in LX such that A <<- G~, G2 <~ H. 
1. X has the amalgamation property. 
2. A <-A* <~ G1,G2 for some A* ~ S(A), G1 and G2 are S-covered and S(A') is 
cofinal in O(A') for all A'  ~ X. 
Proof. We only prove 1. For 2 the main idea in 5.2 has to be applied once more. 
Since G is countable we find a chain (Ai, i ~ to) in X such that A0 =A and 
6;1 = [_Ji~o, Ai. We set Ho = G2. By induction on i we find by an application of 5.2 
a countable structure //~ in LX such that Ai <~Ai+I,H~ <~Hi+l. Finally, we set 
H = [_J~o, Hi; then H is a structure in LX with A ~< G1, G2 ~< H. [] 
Let us pause to ask two questions about the countability assumptions in 5.2 and 
5.4. Clearly, if LX is first-order axiomatizable, this assumption and that G 
be S- or r-covered can be dropped by a compactness argument. The class of 
locally finite groups is an example, where X enjoys the amalgamation property 
and LX does not, however, 5.4 holds without the countability assumption (cf. [26] 
for these facts). A natural question is, whether this assumption can be dropped in 
general. Let us coin a more innocent looking 
Question 1. Suppose X is a set of finite structures. Let A <~ B,G for A,B eX  and 
G e LX. Does there exist a structure H e LX with A <~ B, G <~ H, provided such a 
structure xists for all countable substructures G' e LX with A <~ G' ~< G? 
Concerning 5.2 we are more curious and ask 
Question 2. Is 5.2 true without the countability assumption? 
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A positive answer to this question would imply that each finite and hence each 
countable subset of a dosed S-covered structure were contained in a countable 
closed S-covered substructure. Of course, this would restrict uncountable closed 
S-covered structures a little. Further, the countable dosed S-covered structures 
are axiomatizable by the sentence 
/~ [VA/~ diagram(A)--> 
A ~X 
V /~ 3B/~ diagram(A ~< B)] 
A*~S(A) B~O(A) 
A*~B 
in ~o,l,o, and this sentence would in case of a positive answer axiomatize the class 
of all dosed S-covered structures. 
In [19] we asked Question 2 for the class of locally finite p-groups and recently, 
Leinen [15] showed that there the answer is in the positive, too. Both B.H. 
Neumann's and Leinen's arguments are specific for the respective classes and 
cannot be generalized irectly. 
We note, that a positive answer to Question 2 would imply that each closed 
S-covered structure is generic; the class of nilpotent groups of class at most two 
and torsion at most in the prime p shows that the converse is not true in general. 
Suppose G is closed and S-covered and let D <~ B, G for some structures D, B e X. 
By hypothesis, there exists D* e S(D) with D ~< D* ~< G. Now, if D* IFo ~B is not 
true, then D <~D*,B <-A for a structure A eX. Thus, D* <~A,G and by 5.2 for 
G of arbitrary powers there exists a structure H in LX with D ~< A, G ~< H. Since G 
is dosed, also D ~< A ~< G and in particular D ~< B ~< A ~< G, which means that 
A IFo B. Hence, G is generic. Incidentally, we have proved the following special 
case.  
5.6. Proposition. Every countable closed S-covered structure is generic. 
We isolate a part of the main theorem in order to note which isomorphisms 
between substructures in X of a countable dosed S-covered structure extend to 
automorphisms of the whole structure. 
We also prove a uniqueness result for the countable S-covered structures. 
Clearly, for such a uniqueness result an assumption like the joint embedding 
property is needed to ensure enough homogeneity in LX. Consider as an example 
to the contrary the class X of finite groups which for i e to have a trivial Sylow 
pi+l-subgroup, if the Sylow pi-subgroup is non-trivial, where pi, i e to is a 
sequence of different primes. 
5.7. Theorem. Let G and H be countable closed S-covered structures in LX. 
1. I f  LX  has the joint embedding property, then G and H are isomorphic. 
2. I f  A <~ A* <<- G with A e X, A* E S(A), and f : A* ---> H is an embedding, then 
there exists an isomorphism g : G---> H that extends f ~ A. 
Proof. In order to reduce 1 to 2 we choose A~<A*~ <G with AeX and 
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A* e S(A). By the joint embedding property for LX we obtain a structure F in 
LX with A*,H<-F. As H is closed, we obtain A*f<~H for an isomorphism 
f :  A* --> A*f  ~< H. Now we have the hypothesis of 2. 
As G and H are countable and S-covered, we obtain chains-(Ai, i e to) and 
(Bi, i • to) in X such that 
G = [...J Ai,  H = I._J Bi, Ao = A,  Ao f  = Bo, A~f  = B~, ieo~ i~m 
Ai<---A*<-Ai+I withA*ES(Ai) ,  Bi<<-B*<~Bi+I withB*eS(Bi). 
Starting with Co=A, C7~ =A*, and fo=f  we choose inductively for i e to 
substructures C~ • X, C* • S(C/) in G and embeddings f//" C*---> H such that 
c*  <-Ci+x, f + r Ci = f ii t Ci, 
Ai <~ Ci for even i, and Bi <- Cif~ for odd i. 
Suppose Ci, C*, and f~ have been chosen. It suffices to deal with the case when 
i is odd. Since C* and Ai are finitely generated, we find Ci+~ •X with C*, 
Ai <-Ci+~ <-G, and, since G is S-covered, we find C*+1 e S(Ci+l) with C~+1 ~< 
C*+x<~G. We have to extend f/ r Ci to C*+1. We know C* ~<C*+1 and fi" CT--->H. 
As H is countable and S-covered we obtain by 5.2 a structure F in LX and 
embeddings C*+ ~---> F, H---> F such that the diagram 
7 Ci*+l"~ 
ci 
7 
H 
F 
commutes, and since H is closed, we find an embedding fii+l"C~+l-->H such that 
the diagram 
C?+I C//w 
H 
commutes. This is an equivalent to f/+l I Ci--" fii ~ Ci. 
Finally, we set g = [_Ji~o,f/ r Ci. Then g : G---> H is 
gtA=f tA .  [] 
an isomorphism with 
The proof of 5.7 is an abstraction of our proof of the corresponding results for 
locally finite p-groups [19, Satz 2] and 5.2 is the analogue of [19, Satz 1]. Also 
there is a certain similarity of closed S-covered structures to the prehomogeneous 
structures of Pabion and 5.7 corresponds to [27, Proposition 2]. 
5.8. Theorem. Suppose LX has the joint embedding property and S(A ) is cofinal 
in O(A ) for all A • X. 
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1. Up to isomorphism, there exists a unique countable closed S-covered 
structure in LX, say Cx. 
2. Suppose A<~A*<~Cx with A ~X, A*~S(A) .  Then the restriction f I A of 
any embedding f : A* ---> Cx can be lifted to an automorphism of Cx. 
3. Every countable S-covered structure can be embedded into Cx. 
4. If  the answer to Question 2 is in the positive, then Cx can be embedded into 
each closed S-covered structure. Moreover, if LX is first-order axiomatizable, then 
Cx, can be embedded into each closed structure. 
Proof. 1. If S(A) is cofinal in O(A) for all A e X, then we obtain a countable 
closed S-covered structure by a modification of the proof of 2.4, since under our 
hypothesis we can achieve that Ai<~A~<-Ai+I with A* e S(Ai) there. The 
uniqueness of such a structure then follows from 5.7 and so does 2. Points 3 and 4 
follow by an inspection of the proof of 5.7. Thus, notice that to extend f~ ~ Ci in 
order to include A~+I into the domain of f~+l we needed that G is S-covered and 
H is countable dosed and S-covered. The hypothesis H countable is needed only 
when we apply 5.2. Hence, if the countability assumption can be dropped in 5.2, 
then we can embed any countable S-covered structure into each dosed S-covered 
structure. [] 
We note that by 3.4.3(b)0 IS(A) is cofinal in O(A) for all A eX] and [S(A) ~t~ 
for all A e X] are equivalent. 
Point 4 suggests that the countable closed S-covered structure Cx is an 
algebraic analogue of the prime model in model theory. 
We now describe the translation of types into our context. It is stronger than 
the notion of an existential type, in so far as the existence of structures in X is 
demanded, and not only the finite amount of information as provided by 
existential first-order formulas. 
5.9. Definition. Let A e X. 
A type over A is a set T = {B e O(A) I A <<- B <~ G} for some countable dosed 
structure G e LX, where we suppose that A is a distinguished substructure in all 
B e T. We denote the set of all types over A by ~r(A). 
In a sense, types over A are maximal sets of structures from X that can be 
realized over A in a structure in LX, but notice that we know that R ~- T implies 
R = T for R, T e ~-(A) only in the case when LX is first-order axiomatizable 
Further it is easy to see that those types which are realized in generic structure, 
are maximal. 
The following is an analogue of the Engeler-Ryll-Nardzewski-Svenoniu', 
theorem, which characterizes go-categorical theories. We remark that if(A) neec 
not be finite for all A in X. An example is the class X of finite p-groups o: 
nilpotency class 2 (ef. 8.9). Point 2 corresponds to the statement that ever 
countable model be atomic, point 3 to the criterion that every maximal type b~ 
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isolated, and point 4 can be viewed as a syntactical version of this condition (cf. 
Simmons [38, 2.1.ii]). 
5.10. Theorem. Suppose that LX  has the joint embedding property. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
1. Up to isomorphism, there exists a unique countable closed structure in LX. 
2. Every countable closed structure is S-covered. 
3. For every A e X and every T e f (A ) there exists a structure A* e S(A ) with 
A*eT .  
4. For every A e X and every T • i (A  ) there exists a structure A + • T such that 
A + IFA -aB for all structures B • O(A) \  T. 
Proof. That 2 implies 1 is contained in 5.7. To prove that 1 implies 2, it sutfices 
to construct a countable generic S-covered structure. To do this we proceed as in 
the proof of 2.4. Before choosing Ai+l >t Ai we choose A* >>- Ai with A* e S(Ai) 
and then we choose Ai+l I> A~ to satisfy the conditions in the proof of 2.4. We 
always can find the structure A* e S(Ai), as by 4.3 we know that S(C) is cofinal in 
O(C) for all C • X. If we set G = [._J~,, Ai, then G is countable and generic as in 
2.4, and G is also S-covered. For, if A ~< G with A • X, then the fmitely generated 
structure A is contained in Ai for some i • ~0. But then A ~< A* ~< G and A'{ • S(A) 
by 3.4.3(b)0. 
The equivalence of 2 and3 is obvious. 
We show that 3 implies 4. Suppose A e X, T • f (A )  and let G be countable 
closed such that T = {B • O(A) I A <~ B <~ G}. By hypothesis, G is S-covered and 
there exists a structure A* e S(A) with A <~A*~ < G, in particular, A*e  T. We 
show that A* satisfies the assertion for A + in 4. Thus, let B • O(A) \T  and 
assume that A* II-A"aB is not true. Then, there exists a structure C eX  such that 
A <~ A*, B ~< C. We consider A* ~< C, G. The structure G being countable closed 
S-covered we can apply 5.2 and we obtain a structure H • LX with A ~< C, G ~< H. 
As G is closed, we conclude A ~< C ~< G and, in particular, A ~< B ~< C ~< G. 
Hence, by definition B • T, which contradicts the choice of B. Therefore, 
A* II-A-aB for all B e O(A ) \ T. 
Finally we show that 4 implies 3. Suppose A e X, T • if(A) and let G be a 
countable closed structure in LX such that T = {B • O(A) [A <~ B <<- G}. By 
hypothesis 4 we obtain a structure A + • T such that A+lI-A-aB for all structures 
B e O(A) \T .  We want to show that A + eS(A).  Thus, suppose A+<~ C~,C2 with 
Cx,C~eO(A). As A<~A+,C~<<-C1, it is not the case that A+It-A~C~, hence, 
C1 • T, and similarly Cz • T. This means that A ~< C1, Cz ~< G and, therefore, we 
find a structure CeX such that A<~CI,C2<~C<~G. This proves, that A+e 
S(A). [] 
In case that X has the amalgamation property point 2 in 5.10 is always satisfied, 
since then A • S(A) foral l  A e X. Hence, we can note 
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5.11. Corollary. Suppose that LX has the joint embedding property. If X has the 
amalgamation property, then, up to isomorphism, there exists a unique countable 
closed structure in LX. 
As we have mentioned, X has the amalgamation property does not imply that 
LX has the amalgamation property. This would be the usual assumption of 
J6nsson type model theory for LX. Thus, our treatment offers one way to weaken 
this hypothesis. Also note that 5.11 explains why in J6nsson's theory an analogue 
of the prime model was hard to locate (cf. Keisler [14, p. 82]). First the class of 
structures has to be restricted to the closed ones, and, secondly, if there exists a 
countable dosed structure, then the assumption of the amalgamation property for 
the class implies that it is already unique and equal to the existentially universal 
structure which is the analogue of the saturated model. 
As an amalgamation base B lies in S(A) for all A ~< B, the following is another 
special case of 5.10. 
5.12. Coronary. Suppose that LX has the joint embedding property. If every type 
contains an amalgamation base for X, then there exists a unique countable closed 
structure in LX. 
Although this result is stronger than 5.11, it can be derived from 5.11 as follows 
(cf. Makkai [25]). If X' denotes the amalgamation bases in X, then the hypothesis 
implies, that every countable dosed structure in LX lies in LX'. In particular, it is 
dosed in LX'. As X '  has the amalgamation property, the uniqueness of the 
countable dosed structure in LX' follows from 5.11. Analogues of closed 
structures in which each type contains an amalgamation base were also 
considered by Calais [4] and Yasuhara [44] who also obtained the analogues of 
5.12. 
5.13. Remark. 4.1 and 5.10.3 suggest a canonical way to study the countable 
closed structures in a class LX. The crucial point lies in the study of S(A) for the 
structures A ~ X. This is a part of the general amalgamation problem for X, 
namely to find necessary and sufficient conditions under which an amalgam of 
structures A ~ B, C in X can be realized by a structure D in X, i.e., A ~< B, C ~< D. 
We proceeded on this way for the class NE,p to be discussed in Section 8.9. We 
learnt, that 5.10.3 did not hold in the usual language, but the study of the 
structures in S(A) suggested which semantical power was missing. In fact, it 
seems possible that 5.10.3 holds in an extended language. Moreover, the 
additional relations have a clear algebraic meaning. 
Question 3. Suppose X consists of finite structures and LX has the joint 
embedding property. Do there exist simple sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a unique countable closed structure in LX? 
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That some extra condition is needed can be seen by examples (8.10). Particularly 
interesting cases for which the answer is open are finite modular lattices, and 
finite soluble :r-groups (with or without specification of the solubility length) for a 
set :r of primes, e.g., finite metabelian groups. 
6. Saturated structures 
In this section we describe the analogue of Ro-saturated structures. Our main 
result characterizes the existence of a countable saturated structure in terms of 
the filtrations R°'(A), A e X. We also discuss how types are determined by 
structures contained in them. Finally we show that each type is realized in a 
minimal countable closed structure. In this section we assume that each finite and 
hence each countable subset of a closed structure in LX is contained in a 
countable closed substructure. E.g., if LX is first-order axiomatizable, then this 
holds by 2.3 and 2.7. 
6.1. Definition. Suppose G e LX. 
1. For A ~< G with A eX  we call T(A, G) = {B ~ O(A) [ A <<- B <~ G} the type 
realized by A in G. 
2. We call the structure G X-saturated or simply saturated, if the following is 
true: For all A,B eX,  H dosed in LX with A <~ B,G <~H there exists a structure 
B' with A ~< B' ~< G and T(B', G) = T(B, H). 
Thus, B' is an isomorphic opy of B over A which realizes that type in G which 
B realizes in H. We recognize the usual definition of saturation in 2, if we think of 
the generators of B as the variables and of the generators of A as the parameters. 
In this view T(B, H) looks like an existential type. In fact, if X consists of finite 
structures then X-saturated is equivalent o saturated with respect to maximal 
existential types in the usual sense. 
We skip the routine proof of the first proposition. 
6.2. Proposition. 1. Each saturated structure is closed. 
2. I f  3 (A  ) is countable for all A ~ X, then every countable structure in LX  can 
be embedded into a countable saturated structure in LX. E.g. this is the case, if the 
number of countable closed structures is countable, or if there is a countable 
universal structure in LX. 
3. I f  LX  is first-order axiomatizable and has the joint embedding property, then 
there exists at most one countable saturated structure. 
The crucial step in a proof of 3 is that using compactness we can amalgamate 
structures in LX over substructures that satisfy the same existential first-order 
type (cf. [12, 1.2.5]). Clearly, this existential type is determined by the above type 
T(A, G) in X. We can dispose of the compactness argument if X satisfies the 
following finiteness condition. 
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6.3. Definition. We call X finitely branching, if for all A,B • X there exists only a 
finite number of structures in X generated by distinguished substructures 
isomorphic to A and B, respectively. 
This is a weakening of the requirement that X be uniformly locally finite, which 
means that for each n I> 1, X contains only a finite number of structures in n 
generators. E.g. the classes of finite abelian groups, or finite p-groups of 
nilpotency class at most c (c t> 1) are finitely branching, but not uniformly locally 
finite. On the other hand the class of finite metabelian groups is not finitely 
branching, as the dihedral groups D2~ = (a, b; a 2= b 2= (ab) n= 1), n I> 2 are all 
generated by two cyclic groups of order 2. Further, the class of finitely generated 
torsion-free abelian groups is not finitely branching, since an infinite cyclic group 
(c } is generated by two cyclic subgroups in an infinite number of ways, namely 
(c } = (c ~', c q) for all coprime p and q. 
We remark that X is finitely branching, if all A •X  are finite and if LX is 
first-order axiomatizable. More generally, if LX is first-order axiomatizable, then 
the class of finite structures in LX is finitely branching, if any two finite 
substructures in a structure from X generate a finite substructure. Notice that for 
the class X of finitely generated fields LX is first-order axiomatizable,, but X is not 
finitely branching. 
The following proposition is the crucial step in the next theorem. It illustrates 
that our finiteness condition can replace a compactness argument. 
6.4. Proposition. Suppose X is finitely branching. For countable structures 
A <~ G,H • LX, A e X the following are equivalent. 
1. There exists an amalgam F • LX with A <~ G,H <~ F. 
2. For all B, C • X with A <~ B <-G and A <~ C <<-H there exists an amalgam 
D •X  with A <~B,C<-D. 
3. There exists a type T • ~-(A) which contains both T(A, G) and T(A, H). 
Proof. We shall frequently deal with a diagram of the form 
B ~B'  
\ \ 
D ~D' 
/ ! 
C ~C' 
and we abbreviate this situation by *(B, C, D, B', C', D'), where the embed- 
dings are understood. 
The implications from 1 to 3 and from 3 to 2 are easy. Let us show that 2 
implies 1. We write G = I._Ji~, Bi and H = I..Ji~, Ci for chains Bi and Ci in X with 
B0 = Co = A. Starting with Do = A we want to construct a chain Di in X such that 
*(Bi-1, C~-1, D~-I, B~, C~, D~) and for all j> i  there exists a structure D •X  such 
that *(B, C~, Di, B~, Cj, D). If Di has been constructed it suffices to find a 
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structure E e X such that • (Bi, Ci, Di, Bi+l, Ci, E) and for all j > i there exists a 
structure D eX  such that *(Bi+~, Ci, E, Bj, Cj, D). 
The first requirement for E is that Bi 
generated by Bi+~ and Di. Since X 
finite number of structures E~, . . .  
*(B~, C~, Di, Bi+~, C~, Ek) for all k = 1, 
satisfies the second requirement as well. 
j for the different k we obtain that 
k = 1 , . . . ,  m there does not 
*(Bi+l, Ci, Ek, Bj, Cj, D). However, 
ni+l,D i ~ E. We can assume that E be 
is finitely branching, there is only a 
, Em e X with this property. Clearly, 
• . . ,  m. We contend that for some k Ek 
Assume not. Taking the maximum of the 
there exists a j > i such that for all 
exist a structure D E X with 
we find a structure DeX with 
*(Bi, Ci, Di, Bj, Cj, D). As Bi+l <~ Bj <~ D, we know that for some k = 1 , . . . ,  m 
the substructures Bi+x and D~ in D generate a structure isomorphic to Ek. This 
implies 
\ \ 
c, 
Di----~ EI,---'* D 
l / ! 
and, in particular, *(Bi+l, Ci, Ek, Bj, Cj, D). This contradiction finishes the proof 
of the induction step. Finally we form the structure F = Ui~o, D~ in LX and by 
construction A ~< G,H ~< F. [] 
6.5. Theorem. Suppose X is finitely branching and LX has the joint embedding 
property. Then any two countable saturated structures are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let G,H be countable and saturated structures in LX. We want to find 
isomorphisms of substructures f :A---~Af from G to H such that T(A, G)= 
T(Af, H) via f. To start this process choose any A <~ G,A E X. As LX has the 
joint embedding property we obtain a structure F E LX with 0~ < G,H<~F. 
Clearly, T(A, G)= T(A, F), as G is saturated. Therefore, there exists an 
isomorphic opy Af of A in the saturated structure H with T(A, G) = T(Af, H) 
via f. 
To apply a back and forth argument, it suffices to show that an embedding 
f:A---~H of a substructure A eX  of G with T(A, G) = T(Af, H) via f can be 
extended for all BeX with A~<B~<G to an embedding g :B~H with 
T(B, G) = T(Bg, H) via g. Let us drop f and assume A <~ G,H and T(A, G) = 
T(A,H). By 6.4 we obtain a structure F ELX with A<~G,H<~F. Now, 
B ~< G ~< F and T(B, G) = T(B, F), as G is saturated. Therefore, in the saturated 
structure H there exists a structure B' with A ~< B' <~ H and T(B', H) = T(B, G). 
This B' is the image of the embedding  of B in H. [] 
Under some restrictions on X we can characterize the existence Of a unique 
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countable saturated structure. The equivalence of I and 3 in 6.6 is the translation 
of the model-theoretic criterion due to Vaught. Condition 4 has a counterpart in 
model theory, namely that all Lindenbaum algebras are superatomic, which 
seems to be new (cf. [24]). Condition 5 is a weakening of 5.10.2. 
6.6. Theorem. Suppose that (1) LX has the joint embedding property, and (2) X 
is finitely branching or LX is first-order axiomatizable. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
1. There exists a unique countable saturated structure in LX. 
2. Iff(a)l <2  ~°, A •X.  
3. IO-(A)I <~0, A •X.  
4. O(A)=R(A) ,  A •X.  
5. Every countable closed structure is R-covered. 
Proof. We proceed through 1---> 2--> 4--> 5--* 3---> 1. That 1 implies 2 is an easy 
counting argument. That 2 implies 4 was established in the proofs of 4.2 and 4.4. 
That 4 implies 5 is easy. That 3 implies 1 follows from 6.2 and 6.5. 
What we have to show is that 5 implies 3. Thus suppose 5 holds. Let T • ~'(A) 
and let G be a countable closed structure with A <~ G and T = T(A, G). Then 
T AR(A)~O by 5. Hence there exists a least ordinal a~ such that T AR~(A) is 
not empty. Let A + • T OR~(A). We claim that 
T = {B • Q~(A) I3c  • Q~(A) such that A <-A+,B <~ C}. 
Then T is determined by A+• O(A), and, therefore, the number of types 
T • ~(A) is countable, as O(A) is countable. First suppose B • T. As T is a type 
and A + • T, we obtain C • Twith A <-A+,B <- C. By definition of tr we have that 
B,C • Q~'(A). Now suppose A <~A+,B <~ C with B,C • Q~(A). In order to show 
B • T = T(A, G) it suffices to construct an amalgam H • LX with A ~< C, G <~ H. 
For any D•X with A~<D~<G we find E•X with A~<A+,D~<E~<G.Thus 
A<,A+<-C,E with C•Q~'(A), E•TcQ~' (A) ,  and because of A+•R~(A)  
there exists F •X  such that A <<- C,E <~ F. Therefore, the amalgam H exists either 
by 6.4 or by compactness. [] 
6.7. Corollary. Suppose that (1) LX has the joint embedding property, and (2) X 
is finitely branching or LX is first-order axiomatizable. If the number of countable 
closed structures in LX is less than 2 ~° or if LX has a countable universal 
structure, then there exists a unique countable saturated structure and a unique 
countable closed S-covered structure in LX. In particular, if there exists a unique 
countable closed structure, then this structure is saturated and S-covered. 
Proof. By 4.4 or 6.2 and 6.6 we have that O(A) =R(A),  A •X.  Then 6.6 gives 
the existence of a unique countable saturated structure. By 4.1 we know that 
S(A) is cofinal in O(A), A •X.  Then 5.8 gives the existence and the uniqueness 
of the countable S-covered structure. [] 
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In a proof that saturated structures are universal, we need a homogeneity 
argument and a compactness argument. So, let us assume the hypotheses (1) and 
(2) above. Then the universality of countable saturated structures_is mmediate. 
For, if a countable saturated structure xists, then every countable structure in 
LX can be embedded into such a structure by 6.6.3 and 6.2.2, and all countable 
saturated structures are isomorphic by 6.5. Now, we show that countable 
saturated structures are homogeneous in the following sense. 
6.8. Coronary. Suppose that X is finitely branching or LX  is first-order axiomatiz- 
able. Let G be a countable saturated structure in LX and A <<-G, A e X. An 
embedding f :A--~ G can be extended to an automorphism of G if and only if 
T(A, G)= T(Af, G) via f. 
Proof. The condition is dearly necessary. To prove sufficiency we may assume 
that G=l,_JiE,oAi, A ieX ,  Ao=A,  Ai<~Ai+l, ieco. Starting with fo=f  we 
construct embeddings f~:Ai--~ G with T(Ai, G)= T(Aifi, G) via f~. With a back 
and forth argument this yields an automorphism of G which extends f. As G is 
saturated, it suffices for the induction step to find an amalgam H in LX with 
G 
/ \  
A i H 
This amalgam exists either by 6.4 or by compactness. [] 
The following is the analogue of the characterization f the saturated models of 
a complete theory. 
6.9. Theorem. Suppose that (1) LX has the joint embedding property, and 
(2) X is finitely branching or LX  is first-order axiomatizable. Then the following 
are equivalent for a countable closed structure G in LX. 
1. G is saturated. 
2. (a) G embeds every countable structure in LX. 
(b) Every embedding f :A---> G with A <<-G in X and T(A, G)= T(Af, G) 
can be extended to an automorphism of G. 
3. (a) For all A <~ H with A ~ X and H closed in LX there exists an embedding 
f :A---> G such that T(Af, G) = T(A, n) .  
(b) as in 2(b). 
We remark that no two of the three properties closed, 2.(a), 2.(b) imply the 
third. 
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Proof. 1---> 2 follows from 6.8 and the remark preceding it. 
2--> 3: (a) Suppose that A ~< H, A ~ X, and H closed in LX. By our assumption 
on LX we may assume that H is countable. By 2(a) we obtain an embedding 
g :H--> G. As H is closed we have T(Ag, G) = T(Ag, Hg) = T(A, H). 
3--> 1: Suppose that A ~< B, G <~ H with A, B • X and H closed in LX. By 3(a) 
there exists an embedding f :B--> G such that T(Bf, G)= T(B, H). We have 
T(Af,  G)= T(A, H)= T(A, G). By 3(b) there exists an automorphism g of G 
such that Afg = A. Then A <- Bfg <~ G and T(Bfg, G) = T(Bf, G) = T(B, H). [] 
In the proof of 6.6 we saw that each type T is determined by a structure in T. 
We now characterize these type determining structures. Before, we show that 
each type T contains for each structure B e T the information on a type over B 
which is realized in each countable closed structure realizing T. From this we 
obtain that each type is realized in a unique minimal countable closed structure. 
6.10. Definition. Suppose U c O(A). 
1. ForC~>AinXwesetU[C={DeU[A~<C~<D}andwecons iderU[C  
as a subset of O(C). 
2. For B<-A in X we set [U]8<_A = {D •XI3E• U(B~A,D<~E)}  and we 
consider [U]B,.A as a subset of O(B). 
3. For A + • R'~(A ) we set T A<~+ = [Q°~(A ) [ A + ]A<_A ÷. 
4. For e CUwe set a~(B, U)=min{y  I U ~ BnR~' (B)*O}.  
Note that for C e U e ~r(A) we have [U ~ C]A<~C = U. Also it is easy to see that 
for A + • R ~(A) the following holds. 
TA<~A+ -- [Q*(A) t A+]A<-<-<-<-<-<-<-<-<-~A + = [R' (A) r A+]A<--A +
= {B • Q°~(A)[::IC e Q'~(A) (A <~A+,B <~ C)}. 
6.11. Proposition. Let X be finitely branching or LX  be first-order axiomatizable. 
Let B • T • ~(A) ,  A + • T N R'~(A'r)(A), B ÷ • T I B NR~(B'r)(B). 
1. I f  G is countable closed in LX, A ~ G with T(A, G) = T, and A <~ B <<- B + <~ 
G, then T(B, G)= Ts~_8+. 
2. T=TA<.A+. 
3. Ta_<s+ = [T t B+]B-B ÷. 
4. IrA + ~B +, then T~B÷=[Q~(A'T)(A) ~B+]B_<B+. 
We remark that B + is not uniquely determined by the hypothesis. In fact, 
different choices for B + may yield different ypes Ta,B+ (cf. 8.10). 
Proof. We show 1. Thus let G be countable closed in LX, A <- B <~ B + <- G, and 
T(A, G) = T. We want to show that T(B, G) = TB~B+. Since B + • R'~(s'r)(B), 
TB B+ = (C • laD • (B <- B+,C <- O)). 
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Now, if C • T(B, G), then we find D ~ T with B <~ B+,C <~ D. By definition of 
a~(B, T) we have C,D e Q*'(B'r)(B), hence C • TB_<B+. Conversely, let C • TB_<B÷ 
and D ~ Q~(n'r)(B) with B <~ B+,C <- D. In order to show C e T(B, G), it suffices 
to show D e T(B, G). Since G is closed, this follows from the existence of a 
structure H ¢ LX with B <- D, G <~ H. By a compactness argument it is enough to 
show that for each E •X  with B ÷ ~ E ~< G there exists an F •X  with B <-D,E <- 
F. This holds because B + • R°t(B'T)(B) and D,E • Q'~(B'r)(B). 
Setting B = A we notice that 2 is a special case of 1. 
We now show 3. Let G and A ~< B ~< B ÷ ~< G be as above. By 1 we know that 
B +1 * -  IT I B+]B<-n ÷- Tn<<_n+ = T(B, G) c- [T(A, G) r jn<<-n -
As the type of any B with A ~< B ~ B ÷ ~< G is equal to Ts<_s+, we obtain 
Ts_<s+ = [T t B+]s<-s +. 
Now 4 follows, since, if A + <~ B +, 
T t B + = TA<<.A÷ t n + = ([Q~(A'r)(A) t A+]A<--A ÷) t e + 
= t B ÷. [] 
6.12. Proposition. Let X be finitely branching or LX  be first-order axiomatizable. 
For A + ~ R ~(A) the following are equivalent. 
1. TA<~,A÷ • 3-(A). 
2. (A) VCI,C2 • Q~(A) 3C ~ Q*(A) (A + <~ C1,C2 :~ A <~ C~,C2 <<- C). 
(B) '¢B • R<~(A) 3C ~ Q*'(A) (A + <- C & CIFA ~B (in X)). 
Note that the clauses 3C • Q~(A) in (A) and (B) are strengthenings of the 
definition of A ÷ •R~(A)  and of property 3.4.5, respectively. Notice that in 
particular T A<--~A" • 3-(A ) for all A* ~ S(A ) = R°(A ). 
Proof. We first show that 1 implies 2. Thus suppose that TA<-A÷ is a type over A. 
To prove (A) let C1,C2 • Q~(A) be given with A ÷ <~ C1,C2. Then, by definition, 
C1,C2 ~ TA<~A÷ and hence there exists a structure C in the type TA<--A÷ with 
A <~ C1, C2 ~< C. Again by definition of TA<<.~t÷ we have C • Q~'(A). To show (B) 
let B e R<~(A). Then B ¢ TA<.A÷ and by a compactness argument here exists 
some C ~ TA<--~A÷ with C II-A 7B (in X). Again C • Q"(A), and without loss of 
generality A <~ A + <~ C. 
Now we show that 2 implies 1. We construct a chain Ai, i ~ o9, in Q ~'(A) such 
that G = [..Ji~,o Ai is closed and TA<A+ is realized in G. 
I. Let A °, i ~ o9, be an enumeration of TA<~A+ , and B~, i • o9, an enumeration 
of R<~(A). For each Ai we shall choose an enumeration of 
qg(A,) = {(f, g)[f:O--->A,, g:D---> B, D,B •X}.  
Further let p:ogxog-->o9 be a bijection such that p( j ,k ) - i  only for j<~i, 
i, j, k ~ o9. We want to choose Ai+l >~A~ in Q"(A) with the following properties. 
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(a) If p(j, k) = i and (D ~<Aj and D <~ B) is the k-th term in the enumeration 
of ~(Aj), then A, IFo~B (in Q~(A)) or Ai+l I~-o B. 
(b) Ai+~ [~'a -'lni (in X). 
(C) Ai+ 1 IFA A °. 
We start with Ao=A + and show that A~+I ~>Ai can be found in Q'~(A) such 
that (a), (b), (c) hold. 
If A~ It-n-aB does not hold in Q~(A), then there exists A'e  Q~(A) with 
D<-Ai,B<~A ' Otherwise we set A'=Av For BieR<~(A)  there exists by 
hypothesis (B) a structure B'  e Q~(A) with B' ~A + and B' II-A-~Bi. By hypothe- 
sis (A) we find a structure A" • Q'~(A) with A ~< A', B' ~< A". Using hypothesis (A) 
once more, we find A~+I ~ Q~(A) with A ~,~-< ", A°<~Ai+~. 
We embed Ai into Ai+l via Ai <~ A'  <~ A" <<- Ai+l. Because of A', B', A ° <~ Ai+l 
the conditions (a), (b), (c) follow. 
II. We show that G = I..Ji~,oA~ is closed. Thus let D <~ B,G <~H with D,B eX,  
H e LX. We find j with D ~< Aj and k such that (D ~< Aj and D ~< B) correspond to 
the k-th term in the enumeration of C¢(Aj). Let i = p(j, k) and let C = (Ai, B)  in 
H. We claim that C e Q~(A). Then Ai It-o~B (in Q~(A)) is not true, so 
D<~B<~Ai+~ by (a) in the construction. Thus suppose C~Q~(A) ,  hence, 
C e R<'~(A). Then C =Bm for some m and hence Am+l II-A-aC by (b), which 
contradicts (Am+l, C) ~ H • Lit'. 
III. T(A, G)= TA~,a+. "~"  holds by (c) in the construction, and "c"  follows 
from A + = Ao <~ Ai e Q'~(A ), i ~ to. [] 
All structures in a type T over A amalgamate in T over A, i.e., 
VC1, C2 e T 3 C e T (A ~< C1, C2 ~ C). 
We show that we have some amount of amalgamation over every B e T: 
6.13. Corollary. Let X be finitely branching or LX  be first-order axiomatiable. Let 
T ~ J-(A), B • T, and B + ~ T ~ B N R~(B'r)(B). For all C~,C2>~ B + in Q~(B'r)(B) 
there exists C ~ Q~(S, r)(B ) such that B <- C1, C2 <~ C. In particular, if C1, C2 e 
[T r B+]n~n ÷, then there exists C e T with B <- C1,C2 <- C. 
Proof. By 6.11, TB~n+ is a type over B. The assertion 
) 
6.12.2(A). [] 
then follows from 
6.14. Theorem. Let X be finitely branching or LX  be first-order axiomatiable. 
Suppose O(A)  = R(A)  for all A ~ X. 
1. For each A e X and each T e ~-(A ) there exists a countable closed structure 
Gr >I A in LX  such that T(A,  Gr) = T and a(Gr), b(Gr) hold. 
a(G): VB eX [(A <- B <~ G) ::> :IC, C ' e T (B <- C <~ C' <~ G & C ' eR~(c'r)(C))]. 
b(G): VH e LX  [(H countable closed & H >~ A & T(A, H) = T) ::)> A <~ G <- H]. 
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2. Any countable closed structure G >~ A with T(A, G) = T which satisfies a(G) 
or b(G) is isomorphic to GT over A. 
Observe that b(Gr) says that Gr can be embedded into each countable closed 
structure realizing T, and that 2 says that a countable closed structure is uniquely 
determined by this property. The corresponding model theoretic situation is this. 
Let T be an elementary type in a complete countable theory 2;. If 2; has only a 
countable number of elementary types then so has 2; U T. Hence, 2; U T has a 
prime model. In our translation GT corresponds to this prime model. 
Proof. 1. We construct GT as the union of a chain Ai, i • m, in T. When Ai+ 1 is 
constructed, we choose an enumeration of TA,<----------------------------------~A,+I. Further let p-co x to---> to be 
a bijection with p(j, k) = i only for j ~ i. We set A0 = A and given Ai we want to 
choose Ai+l such that the following conditions hold. 
(a) A~+I • T t Ai CIR~(A"T)(Ai). 
(b) Ai+l IFAj B, where B ~>Aj is the k-th term in the enumeration of TAj<~Aj÷I 
and p( j ,  k )  = i - 1. 
Let us see that Ai+~ satisfying (a) and (b) exists. First observe that 
O(Ai) = R(Ai)  guarantees that we can find a structure A' • T I Ai N R~(A"T)(Ai). 
Now let B ~>Aj be the k-th term in the enumeration of TAj<--Aj+, and p(], k) = 
i - 1. We find B' • Q~(Aj'T)(Ai) such that A i <<-Ay+z,B <~ B'. Thus Ai+z <~Ai <~A' 
and Aj+I ~< B'. We also have A'  • [T [ Aj+I]Aj<-----------------~Aj÷, and by 6.11, B' • T,tj<~aj÷, = 
[T t Ai+Z]Ai<~Aj÷," Therefore, there exists Ai+z • T with A i <~A',B' <-Ai+l by 6.13. 
We embed Ai into Ai+l via A~ <~A' <~Ai+z. Then Aj+I • Q~(A"r)(A~) and, since 
A' • R~(A"T)(Ai), we have Ai+z • R~(A"T)(Ai) and (a) follows. Further A t ~< B ~< 
Ai+z means that Ai+l IFAj B and (b) follows. 
Thus the construction of Ai+l is complete and we may form Gr = [,_J~o, A~. 
2. We show that GT is closed. Suppose D <~ B, GT <~H with D,B •X  and 
H • LX. We choose ] with D ~<Aj and C •X  with D <-Ai+~,B ~ C <~ H. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that H is countable and closed. By construction 
T = TA<~A, c T(A, GT) c T(A, H). Hence, C • T because of 6.12.2(B); so C • 
[T ~ Aj+I]Ai<~Aj+I = TAi<~Aj+,, where the equality is given by 6.11.3. Now let C ~>A i 
be the k-th term in the enumeration of TAj<~Aj+I and let i -  1 =p(j,  k). By 
construction Ai+~ IF:tj C and we have the diagram 
D ~B *C 
A t ~ Ai+ 1 
which implies D ~< B ~< Gr. 
3. We have seen above that T(A, GT)= T. Now a(Gr) follows from GT = 
[._Ji~o, Ai and (a) in the construction. 
4. We show that a(G) implies b(G) For any countable closed structure G ~>A 
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with T(A, G)= T. By 6.11, a(G) implies that G=t..J i~Ci with Co=A, 
Ci <~ Ci+l, and T(Ci, G) = Tc~<-G+I. For, let G - [_Ji~o~ Bi with a chain Bi, i ~ to, in 
X, B0 = A. We set Co = A and we choose C~ ~ T N R~<A'T)(A) with A ~< Cff ~< G. 
Given Ci <~ C~ <. G we can choose Ci+l and C~+1 such that Bi, C~ <- Ci+l <~ C++1 <- 
G and C~-+1 ~T ~ Ci+l N R~Cc'+I"T)(ci+I) by a(G). Then G = [.3i~ Ci and C~+1 I> 
C~ gives Ci+x ~ T ~ CiNR*~C"T)(Ci) by 3.4.2, and T(Ci, G) = Tc,~c,+~ by 6.11. 
Suppose that H >~A is countable closed and T(A, H)= T. We want to find 
embeddings fi'Ci-->H such that f//+l t Ci =f/and T(Cifi, H) = Tc~<_c,+~ via f/. As 
Co = A, we have )~: Co---> H with T(Cofo, H) = Tco<-C~ = T by hypothesis. We 
show how to find f/+l when f/ is given. As C~+2 e Tc~<_c,÷~, we find an extension 
f :  Ci+2--* H of f/. We let f/+l" Ci+l --~ H be the restriction f ~ Ci+l.. 
By 6.11 we conclude T(C~+lf/+x, H)= Tc,+l~C~+2 via f/+l. The union of the f/ 
yields an embedding of G into H with A ~< G ~< H. If H also satisfies a(H), then 
we may combine this construction with a back and forth argument to obtain an 
isomorphism of G and H over A. 
5. It remains to show that b(G) implies a(G) for countable closed structures 
G. Since GT ~>A and T(A, GT) = T, we may choose H = GT in b(G) and we 
obtain A <~ G <~ GT. Now let B ~ X satisfy A ~< B <~ G. In GT we find B <~ Ai for 
some i e to. Since G is closed, we have B<~Ai<~Ai+I<<-G. By construction 
Ai+I E T ~ AiNR~(a"T)(Ai).  [] 
7. Infinitely generic structures 
We use an axiomatic approach in this section. 
7.1. Hypotheses. We consider a subclass Y of structures in LX with the following 
properties. 
1. Every structure in Y is S-covered. 
2. Every structure in Y can be embedded into a dosed structure in Y. 
3. If A eX, A* eS(A) and A* <~B,G with B eX, G e Y, then there exists a 
structure H e Y with A ~< B, G ~< H. 
7.2. Examples. 1. Suppose that S(A) is cofinal in O(A) for all A e X. Let Y be 
the class of countable S-covered structures in LX. In this case Y ~ 0. Then 1 
holds by definition, 2 can be proved by combining 2.4 and 5.2, and 3 has been 
proved in 5.2. 
2. In the class LF of locally finite groups, every finite group is an amalgama- 
tion base by a result of B.H. Neumann [26]. If we set Y = LF, then 1 to 3 follow 
easily. More generally, we can set Y = LX, whenever the structures in X are 
amalgamation bases for LX. This condition is equivalent to: (1) the amalgamation 
property for X and (2) the answer to question 2 is in the positive. Notice that (2) 
follows from (1), if LX is first-order axiomatizable. 
3. In the class LFp of locally finite p-groups, we let Y be the subclass of 
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S-covered groups. Then 1 follows by definition, 2 follows, as every closed group 
in LF~ is S-covered, and 3 was proved in [19, Satz 1] for countable structures and 
by Leinen [15] in the general case. 
We denote the infinite forcing relation in the classes X and Y by I~x and I~r, 
and the weak forcing relations by I~r and I~,, respectively. Recall that A I~c ¢ if 
and only if A I~xa-a¢. Further, ~(A)  denotes the set of first-order sentences with 
constants from A. 
First, we show that structures in S(A) are pregeneric for I~x with respect to 
sentences in ~(A).  This is an analogue to 3.2 and would follow from general 
principles, if X were an first-order axiomatizable class, like the coincidence of the 
pregeneric structures with the amalgamation bases in such a class (cf. [29, 6.3]). 
7.3. Proposition. Suppose A eX ,  A* eS(A) ,  and ¢ e .~(A). Then 
A * I~. ¢ or A * l~x T¢. 
Proof. Suppose that A* I~x7¢ does not hold. In order to show that A* I~  ¢ in 
this case, let B e X, A* ~< B. By assumption there exists a structure C e X with 
A* ~< C and C I~x ¢. As A* ~ S(A), we obtain a structure D eX  with A <~ B,C <<- 
D. Then D I~x¢. [] 
Next, we connect I~r to I~x. 
7.4. Proposition. Let G be closed in Y, and A ~ X, A <- G, and ¢ ~ .~(A ). Then 
G I~r ¢, if and only if there exists a structure B ~ X with A <~ B <<- G and B I~x ¢. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on ¢ e ~(A).  We may omit the cases when ¢ is 
atomic or a disjunction. 
1. Case ¢ = 3x lp(x). 
(a) Suppose B I~x ¢ for a structure B e X with A ~< B ~< G. Then there exists an 
element b e B such that B I~x ~p(b). By induction hypothesis for ~,(b) e ~(B)  we 
obtain G I~v ~p(b) and, hence, G I~v ¢. 
(b) Conversely, suppose G I~r ¢. Then there exists an element g e G such that 
G I~r ap(g). We choose a structure C e X with A ~< C <~ G and g e C. By induction 
hypothesis for ap(g) e ~(C)  there exists a structure B e X with A ~< C <~ B ~< G 
and B I~x~P(g) and, hence, B I~x ¢. 
2. Case ¢=-aap. 
(a) Suppose G I~v-a~, does not hold. Then there exists a structure H e Y such 
that G ~< H and H I~r ~P. By 7.1.2 we can assume that H is dosed. By induction 
hypothesis for ~p we obtain a structure C e X with A ~< C ~ H and C I~x ~P. As 
A <-C,G <~ H and G is dosed, we can assume A ~< C ~< G, as well. We have to 
show that for any structure B e X with A ~< B <~ G the relation B I~x-~P does not 
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hold. For this, choose a structure D • X with A <<- B, C <~ D <~ G. Then D I~x ~P 
and, hence, B I~x-~p does not hold. 
(b) Suppose that for no structure B • X both A ~< B ~< G and B I~x ~P do hold. 
As G is S-covered by 7.1.1, there exists a structure A* •S(A)  with A ~<A* ~< G. 
By assumption, A* I~x~p does not hold. Hence, there exists a structure C •X  
with A* ~< C and C I~x ~P. Now, we consider A* <~ C,G. By 7.1.3 we obtain a 
structure H • Y such that A ~< C, G ~< H. As G is closed, also A ~< C ~< G. Then, 
G I~r~P by induction hypothesis for ~p and, therefore, G I~ ,~p does not 
hold. [] 
7.5. Theorem. Every closed structure in Y is infinitely generic in Y. 
Proof. Suppose G is a closed structure in Y. For each sentence <p • Le(G) we find 
a structure A e X with A ~< G and ~ • Le(A). As G is S-covered, there exists a 
structure A* • S(A) with A <~ A* ~< G. By 7.3 either A* I~  ~ or A* I~x-~<P. In the 
second case G I~g-~p by 7.4. In the first case there exists a structure B •X  with 
A* ~< B and B I~x ~P. Now, we apply 7.1.3 to A* <~ B,G and we obtain a structure 
H e Y with A <- B,G <~ H. As G is closed, we can assume A ~< B ~< G. Then 
G I~r ~P, again by 7.4. 
Thus, either G I~r ~ or G I~r -~ for all sentences ~ e ~(G) ,  which means that 
G is infinitely generic in Y. [] 
7.6. Examples. 1. Every (existentially) closed locally finite group is infinitely 
generic. 
2. Every (existentially) closed locally finite p-group is infinitely generic. 
Proof. 1 follows immediately from 7.2 and 7.5. In 2 we obtain that each closed 
locally finite p-group is infinitely generic in the class of S-covered locally finite 
p-groups. As in this case every closed structure is S-covered, the assertion follows 
from the next lemma. [] 
7.7. Lemma. Let U be a cofinal subclass of  a class V and G • U. 
1. For every sentence ~p • ~(G) ,  G I~v dp if and only if G I~v dp. 
2. G is infinitely generic in U if and only if G is infinitely generic in V. 
Proof. It suffices to prove 1, We proceed by induction on ~ • ~(G) .  The only 
non-trivial case is when ~ =-~lp, where the following statements are equivalent. 
G I~v~p does not hold. 
There exists a structure H • V with G ~< H and H I~v ~P- 
There exists a structure H • U with G <~ H and H I~ v ~P. 
There exists a structure H • U with G ~< H and H I~u ip. 
G I~u~ap does not hold. [] 
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7.8. Corollary. I f  Y is cofinal in LX, then every closed structure in Y is infinitely 
generic in LX. 
We close this section with the abstract version of 7.6.1. 
7.9. Theorem. Suppose the structures in X are amalgamation bases for LX. Then 
every closed structure in LX is infinitely generic in LX. 
8. Examples 
We want to collect some classes in which a unique countable closed structure 
exists. We only have to check whether the conditions in Theorem 5.10 or one of 
its corollaries are satisfied. This will be easy if X has the amalgamation property. 
New are the results in Sections 8.4, 8.7, 8.8. 
8.1. In the class of fields with a given characteristic the unique countable dosed 
structure is the countable algebraically closed field of infinite transcendence 
degree over the prime field. The existentially closed structures are the algebraically 
closed fields and there exists a countable number of countable ones. 
For the class of X of finite fields of characteristic p > 0 the unique countable 
closed structure in LX turns out to be the algebraically dosed field of 
transcendence d gree zero. 
8.2. For discrete orderings with successor function, without endpoints the unique 
countable dosed structures has order type C-r/, where ~ and r/ are the order 
types of the integers and the rationals, respectively. The order types of the finitely 
generated structures in X are ¢. n for n • to. The theory of LX is model complete 
and hence, every structure is existentially closed. As for each order type ~ there 
exists a structure of order type ¢- ~ in LX, the number of countable xistentially 
closed structures i 2 ~°. 
8.3. In the class LF of locally finite groups the unique countable closed structure 
CF is the universal locally finite group first studied by P. Hall [8]. The condition 
used by P. Hall instead of our closure condition is that every two finite 
isomorphic subgroups are conjugate by an inner automorphism of CF. That 
dosed structures satisfy this condition follows from the existence of such 
automorphisms in finite supergroups and from the fact that amalgams over finite 
groups exist in LF [26]. Uncountable xistentially dosed groups in LF were 
studied e.g. in [9] and [17]. 
In first-order axiomatizable classes all existentially dosed structures are 
amalgamation bases. Grossberg and Shelah [7] showed that CF is not an 
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amalgamation base in LF. Before, B.H. Neumann [26] had shown that infinite 
elementary abelian p-groups are not amalgamation bases in LF. 
Question 4. Is the class of amalgamation bases for locally finite groups equal to 
the class of finite groups? 
8.4. Let X be the class of finitely presented groups and X' the class of recursively 
presented groups. By a famous theorem of G. Higman the groups in X' are 
precisely the finitely generated subgroups of the groups in X [10]. Using free 
products with amalgamated subgroups (cf. [18, Theorem 4.3]) it is easy to show 
the amalgamation properties for the classes X and X'. Using Higman's theorem 
this construction also shows that the groups in X and in X' are amalgamation 
bases for the classes LX and LX'. Now, we obtain that each countable group in 
LX' can be embedded into a group in LX and hence the countable closed group 
in LX' lies in LX and, therefore, it is isomorphic to the countable closed group 
Cx in LX. Since the groups in X' are amalgamation bases for LX', we know that 
each closed group in LX' is covered by countable closed subgroups in LX', i.e., 
by subgroups isomorphic to Cx. The same applies to closed groups in LX. Thus, 
the classes of closed groups in LX and in LX', respectively, coincide. Inciden- 
tally, this shows that LX is cofinal in LX'. Let us consider the unique countable 
closed group Cx in these two classes. This group is a prime structure for all closed 
structures in/_,X by 5.8.4, and by 7.9 it is infinitely generic in LX. Viewing this 
countable structure as a union of structures in X or X' we see that its word 
problem is recursively enumerable, but not decidable. It is also easy to show that 
Cx is existentially closed in the class of all groups, but, of course, Cx is not closed 
in this class. Using HNN-extensions it can be shown, that any two finitely 
generated isomorphic substructures of Cx are conjugate under an inner auto- 
morphism of Cx, and this implies that Cx is a simple group, if we can show that a 
non-trivial normal subgroup N contains elements of any order. Suppose first that 
a is a non-trivial element of finite order in N. We consider a subgroup of the form 
(a, x, t; a t =x)  in Cx. Then, (a, x) is a subgroup of N isomorphic to the free 
product of two cyclic groups. Hence, ax is an element of infinite order in N. Next 
let n 1> 1 and a an element of infinite order in N. We consider a subgroup in Cx 
of the form (a,x;[x,a] n= 1). Then [x,a]=(a-1)Xa is an element of order n 
inN. 
8.5. The class Lan of finite lattices has the amalgamation property [6, V.4]. Hence, 
there exists a unique countable closed locally finite lattice. Schmitt [36] proved 
the existence of a locally finite, finitely generic lattice in the class of all lattices. 
Clearly, this lattice is (existentially) closed in the class LLf~ as well and, 
therefore, it must be our unique countable closed structure in LLan. Thus, we 
have that there exists a unique countable closed locally finite lattice, which is also 
existentially closed in the class of all lattices. 
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If D '  is the class of all finite distributive lattices, and B~ the class of finite 
Boolean lattices, then LD' and LB~ are the classes D and B0 of all distributive 
and Boolean lattices, respectively (cf. [6, II.2.1.iv]). Also D and B0 and hence, 
D'  and B~ have the amalgamation property (cf. [6, V.4.6 and V.i.11/12]). As 
any distributive lattice can be embedded into a Boolean lattice, the unique 
countable closed Boolean lattice is also the unique countable closed object in the 
class D. Of course, this object is the well known countable atomless Boolean 
lattice. 
A. Day has shown that the class of Heyting algebras has the amalgamation 
property. Hence, there exists a unique countable dosed Heyting algebra. 
The class Bo, of all pseudocomplemented distributive lattices, the subclass B1 of 
Stone algebras and another subclass called BE all have the amalgamation property 
[5, Theorem 5]. Hence, there exist unique countable dosed objects in these 
classes. In fact, the first-order theories of these classes have N0-categorical model 
companions [34], [35], and so do the other equationally definable subclasses Bn, 
n i> 3, of Bo,, which do not have the amalgamation property. By 4.3 we know that 
there exist natural amalgamation conditions for these classes. Another example of 
this kind is the class of trees [28]. 
Let us sketch that in these non-trivial cases the existence of a unique countable 
closed structure could be proved along the following lines: 
(1) Observe that each finite structure can be embedded into a finite amalgama- 
tion base. (2) There exists only a finite number of pairwise inconsistent 
amalgamation bases over a given finite structure. (3) Each type of a finite 
structure contains one of these amalgamation bases. The assertion then follows 
from 5.12. The crucial point is to prove condition (1). In the classes Bn, n I> 3, we 
can make use of the characterization of the finite amalgamation bases [5, 
Theorem 6]. In such a class B~ there exists a unique largest subdirectly irreducible 
structure, and this structure is an amalgamation base. Each finite structure can be 
embedded into a direct product of this subdirectly irreducible structure, and this 
direct product is again an amalgamation base in Bn. For the class of trees we 
observe that the finite binary trees, i.e., trees with at most two roots and at most 
two successors at each node, are the finite amalgamation bases, and each finite 
tree can be embedded into such a binary tree. 
We also notice that condition (2) holds, because in these classes there is only a 
finite number of essentially different embeddings of a finite structure into a finite 
amalgamation base. 
8.6. The classes F, and LFp of finite and locally finite p-groups do not have the 
amalgamation property. However, using a theorem of Higman [11] we could 
show that there exists a unique countable closed object in LF~ [19]. In terms of 
our present reatment the analysis runs as follows: First, we show that 5.2 holds. 
This implies that every countable closed structure is S-covered and that all types 
are isolated. The uniqueness of the countable closed object now follows from 
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5.10. Let us note that by Higman's theorem B • S(A) for finite p-groups A <~ B, if 
and only if a chief series of A that is induced by intersection from a chief series of 
B can be induced by a chief series from any finite p-group containing B. As a 
finite group has only a finite number of chief series, we obtain that the number of 
types is finite over each finite p-group. 
Higman [11] noted that the cyclic p-groups are amalgamation bases in Fp. An 
argument for torsion-free nilpotent groups [23] suggests that these are all the 
amalgamation bases in Fp. This would be true, if we could show that a group 
B • S(A) in fact fixes a single chief series of A, because a non-cyclic p-group A 
has different chief series, and hence A ~ S(A). 
B.H. Neumann [26] actually shows that the countably infinite elementary 
abelian p-group is not an amalgamation base in LFp. Also Grossberg's and 
Shelah's arguments [7] can be modified to show that the unique countable closed 
group in LFp is not an amalgamation base either. Thus, we are led to ask as in 
Question 4 for LF, whether the cyclic p-groups are the amalgamation bases for 
LFp. An exception might be the Priifer p-group. 
8.7. As another example we consider the class LN ÷ of torsion-free locally 
nilpotent groups. The analysis of this class closely parallels the one of LFp in 8.6. 
We prove in [23, KoroUar 5] that the amalgam of two groups, A, B in N ÷ over a 
common subgroup D can be realized in N ÷ if there exist central series in A and in 
B with the same intersection with D m they induce the same series on D. We also 
show that for each fnitely generated group A • N ÷ and each central series d~ of A 
with infinite cyclic factors there exists a group A* >~A in N ÷ such that each 
central series of A* with infinite cyclic factors induces the series M on A. By the 
above result such a group A* lies in S(A). Thus S(A) is cofinal in O(A) for all 
finitely generated groups A • N ÷. 
Now let A be a finitely generated subgroup of a countable group G • LN ÷. The 
torsion-free rank of A being finite there exists a finitely generated group A ÷ I> A 
in G such that the central series of A ÷ with infinite cyclic factors induce only such 
central series on A which can be induced by a central series of any finitely 
generated A '~ > A in G. Using this idea repeatedly (cf. 5.2) it is easy to prove that 
there exists an amalgam H • LN ÷ with A <~ B, G ~< H for any finitely generated 
B I> A ÷ in N ÷. This implies that in a countable closed group G the subgroups like 
A ÷ lie in S(A), in fact A ÷ has the properties of the group A* described above. 
For, otherwise we obtain groups A ÷ and A n over A in the closed group G such 
that the central series of A ÷ and A n with cyclic factors all induce different series 
on A. However, if we choose a central series with infinite cyclic factors for the 
subgroup (A +, A n) of G, then the series induced on A ÷ and A n, respectively, 
both induce the same series on A. Thus, every type is isolated and there exists a 
unique countable closed structure CN+ in LN ÷ by 5.10. 
Let us indicate some properties which CN÷ shares with the unique locally finite 
p-group CFp from 8.6. As the infinite cyclic group is an amalgamation base for N ÷ 
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[23, Satz 2], we obtain from 5.8.2 that any two non-trivial elements of CN+ are 
conjugated by an automorphism of CN+. Hence Cjv÷ is characteristically simple, 
i.e., there exists no subgroup invariant under all automorphisms of the group. We 
can also note an analogue of a result of Leinen [15, Satz IV.2.1.b] that the 
divisible normal subgroups of CN* form a chain and there exists a unique chief 
series with torsion-free divisible factors, which has the order type of the rationals. 
Both assertions follow from the observation that if M, N are divisible normal 
subgroups and g e M\N,  n e N, then n = [h, g, g] for some element h e CN+, 
where [a, b]=a- lb - lab  and [a, b, c ] - [ [a ,  b], c]. In view of the above amal- 
gamation result it sutiiceg to find a group H I> (g, n) in N + with such an element 
h, and this can be done as in the proof of Satz 2.3 in [23]. As a consequence we 
obtain that any divisible normal subgroup is equal to an M or an N in a chief 
factor M/N or else it is the direct limit L of such M's, and N's, as well. It also 
follows that divisible normal subgroups of type N or L are closed in LN + (cf. [15, 
Satz IV.2.1.d]). Thus we are in the possession of two essentially different 
embeddings of CN+ into itself, a rational one onto some N, and an irrational one 
onto some L. The distinction refers to the fact that the order type of the chief 
factors of type M/N is the order type of the rationals and, therefore, the groups 
of type N correspond to rationals and the groups of type L correspond to 
irrational reals. These two embeddings now allow the construction of 2 ~1 
non-isomorphic closed groups of power R1 in LN ÷ as in [15, IV.4]. We close this 
section with the remark that each existentially closed group in LN ÷ is actually 
closed in LN ÷. 
8.8. Let N~ + be the class of torsion-free nilpotent groups of class at most c (c >I 1). 
A closed structure is existentially closed. Therefore, in a closed group G in Nc + 
the upper and lower central series coincide [20, Theorem 1]. It is easy to see that 
for each finitely generated subgroup A ~< G there exists a finitely generated 
subgroup A* with A <~ A* ~< G such that all central series of A* of length c induce 
that series on A by intersection which is induced on A by the lower central series 
of G. By Satz 1 of [23], this implies that A* e S(A) and, therefore, every type in a 
closed group in N~ + is isolated. Hence, there exists a unique countable closed 
structure in Nc + by 5.10. 
In the classes N~ and N~- the countable existentially closed structures were 
described in [2], [31] and [21], respectively. As in the case of fields there exists a 
countable number of them and they can be arranged in a series C1 < C2 <" • • < 
Co,, where the centre of C, is isomorphic to the direct sum (Q, +)n of n copies of 
the additive group of the rationals, n <~ to. Note that for torsion-free abelian 
groups, the class Nf ,  we also have such a chain of countable xistentially closed 
structures with Cn=(Q,  +)n, n~<to. Clearly, the unique countable closed 
structure must be Co,. 
Let us indicate, how to get this classification of the countable existentially 
closed structures for any of the classes N~ +. First, show by a construction as in the 
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cases c = 2, 3 that for each n <~ ~o there exists an existentially dosed group with 
centre isomorphic to (Q, +)n. Secondly, show that for existentially closed groups 
G,H with isomorphic entres the following set of isomorphisms between finitely 
generated subgroups of G and H has the back and forth property: We fix an 
isomorphism h:Z(G)----> Z(H) between the centres of G and H and we consider 
isomorphisms f:A---> B on finitely generated subgroups A ~< G, B ~< H such that 
f and h can be extended simultaneously to an isomorphism g: (A*, Z(G))---> 
(B*, Z(H)) for structures A* eS(A) with A~A*<-G and B* ~S(B) with 
B <~ B*<~ H: To obtain an extension of such an f onto a finitely generated 
superstructure C of A* in G, we first choose a structure C* e S(C) with 
C ~< C* ~< G, and we assume that g is an isomorphism with domain (C*, Z(G)), 
whose restriction to (A*, Z(G)) is the given embedding of this subgroup into H 
that extends both f and h. Since Z(G)g = Z(G)h = Z(H), and the structure A* 
fixes a unique central series of length c on A, we know that (C*, Z(G))g and H 
induce a common central series of length c on (A, Z(G))g. Therefore, there 
exists an amalgam F ~ N~ + with Ag <- C*g,H <- F by [23, Satz 1]. Now, Z(G)g = 
Z(H) and we only need to realize the finitely generated group C*g in H. We can 
assume that C* has been chosen such that Z(C*) <~ Z(G). Then C*g >I Ag can be 
characterized by a finite set of equations and inequalities with parameters from 
Z(H) and Ag. This is because the non-central parts of C* essentially can be 
thought of as a series of split extensions with non-trivial automorphisms on the 
normal subgroups, whereas a finite set of equations and inequalities cannot force 
the centre to have rank greater than one, e.g., (Q, +) is an existentially closed 
torsion-free abelian group (c = 1). Since H is existentially dosed, we obtain a 
copy of the group C*g over Ag in H, as well. Thus we extend g onto (C*, Z(G)) 
and the restriction to C is an extension of f onto C. 
8.9. We now allow torsion in the nilpotent groups, but must confine our interest 
to groups of nilpotency class at most two. Let N2 be the class of such groups and 
N2,~, the subclass of those groups whose torsion groups are p-groups. The number 
of finitely generated groups in N2 is countable and we can apply our analysis to N2 
and to the subclass N2,v. In [20] we proved that the number of existentially closed 
groups in N2,p is 2 ~°. Incidentally, the same argument shows that the number ot 
countable closed groups in N2,p is 2 ~°, as well. The reason for this is that for any 
countable divisible group D ~ N2,p we can construct a countable closed group 
whose maximal divisible subgroup is isomorphic to D. 
Nevertheless, let us start our analysis. The amalgamation problem for N2 was 
solved in [22]. We obtained that in N2,p the class S(A) is cofinal in O(A) for ever~ 
finitely generated A e N2,p. By contrast, we observed that this is no longer true in 
N2. Therefore, there exist 2 ~ countable closed structures in N2 by 2.4. Anothel 
reason for this is that a non-central torsion-free lement can be :r-divisible for an t 
set :r of primes. This gives rise to 2 ~° types of such elements. 
Now, if we consider torsion groups in N2, i.e., the class N213 LF, then we 
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exclude these possibilities. In fact, a result of Saracino and Wood [32] says that 
there exists a unique countable xistentially closed group in N2 which is periodic. 
Obviously, this group is also (existentially) closed in the class N2 n LF. By our 
analysis we obtain that this is the only such group, as there exists a unique 
countable closed group in N2 n LF. For, in this class, too, every finitely generated 
structure can be embedded into a finitely generated amalgamation base [22, Satz 
7], and each type in a closed structure contains such an amalgamation base (el. 
[22], Satz 5.4). The uniqueness of the countable closed structure in N2 n LF  then 
follows from 5.12. Let us note that in this case, in contrast o the classes LFp, B~, 
n f>3, and trees, there exists an infinite number of types over some finite 
structures, e.g., the cyclic group of order p. 
Let us consider N2,p again. From [22, Satz 5.4] we see that an amalgamation 
base A* containing a group A e N2,~,, and the same applies to a group A* • S(A), 
has to satisfy Z(A*)O A = A~ O A, and A* must contain the highest p-th power 
root for all elements of A\A~ that are possible in a supergroup of A* in N2,p. 
Here for a group G,Z(G)  denotes the centre and G2 denotes the commutator 
subgroup. This clearly implies, that a type of a finitely generated group A • N2,p 
with a non-central divisible element cannot contain a group A* • S(A). Thus, we 
obtain countable closed, and by 2.3 generic groups in N2,p which are not 
S-covered. 
The characteristic of these non-isolated types suggests, how to enlarge the 
language, in order to detect with additional expressive power a unique countable 
closed object. We would first add a predicate for the centralizer of the torsion 
subgroup, since these elements are precisely those ones that can have arbitrarily 
high roots in supergroups in N2,p. Then we could isolate the types described 
above. However, this predicate alone is not sufficient. We want to study this 
question in more detail in another paper. In particular, we will show that there 
does not exist a countable saturated structure in N2,p. 
8.10. We close with two examples of theoretical interest. Consider the class LX 
of models of Zhe following sentences, and let X be the set of isomorphism types of 
finite models. The language consists of a binary relation symbol R and unary 
relation symbols Cn, n • to. 
Vxyz (Rxy ^  Rxz---> y = z), 
Vxyz (Rxz ^  Ryz ---> x = y), 
Vxy (Rxy---> (Cnx c:~ C~y)), n • to, 
Vx-7(  CmX ^  C .x  ), m < n • to. 
LX has 2 s° countable closed structures distinguished by the numbers of R-chains 
of order type ¢ in each of the colours C, ,n  • to, and in the complement of 
U= Cn. The countable saturated structure xists and has bl0 chains of order type 
in each colour, whereas the countable closed S-covered structure has no such 
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chain. This example also shows that closed is stronger than existentially dosed, in 
general, if the language is infinite. 
We now consider the language {<~, <, E, Lk, C3,. • •, (7, I k e to} for 3 ~< n < 
to where ~< and < are binary and E, Lk, C,,, are unary relation symbols. Let LX 
be the class of models of the following sentences and let X be the set of 
isomorphism types of finite models. 
Vx (x x), 
Vxy (x<-y A y<~x--->X =y),  
Vxyz (X <~y A y <- Z---~X <~ Z), 
Vxyz(x<~y AX<~Z---~(y<~z v <~y)), 
Vxyz (x<-z ^  y <~ z--->(x<- y vy  ~<X)), 
Vxy (X <~ y A Ex---> x =y) ,  
Vxy(x<-y ALky- ->(Loxv ' ' '  v L i _ lXVX=y) ) ,  keto ,  
Vx V Lkx ^  Wx A - (Lkx ^  LlX), 
k~to k~l  
Vxy ((Lox A Loy)¢* (x < y v y <x)),  
Vxy (x < y A y < X---> X =y) ,  
Vxyz (X < y A y < Z-'-~ X <Z), 
Vxx'yy' (X ~X'  A LoX A LkX' A Ex' Ay ~<y' A L0y A Lk+lY'--->X <y),  
k, l e to, 0<l ,  
Vx (Lox ¢:~ (C3x v " " v C,,x)), 
Vx A (C,x ^  Cjx). 
i . /  
The countable dosed S-covered structure in LX has no ~<-chains of order type 
to, whereas in the countable saturated structure the initial points of such ~<-chain., 
are densely ordered without endpoints by <. In the other countable closet 
structures the initial points of --<-chains of order type to are densely ordered by -, 
with a <-first point in one of the Ci, 3 ~< i ~< n. Thus LX has n countable closet 
structures, up to isomorphism. There also exists a class LX with exactly twt 
countable closed structures. 
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